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ABSTRACT 

Lightning, a familiar phenomenon on Earth, may also occur at other times and 

locations in our solar system. It heis been suggested as a mechanism for forming 

chondrules, millimeter-sized beads of glassy silicate found in primitive meteorites 

formed in the early solar system 4.5 billion years ago. It has also been detected in 

Voyager images of Jupiter, and there is evidence that it may occur on other planets 

as weU, including Venus, Saturn and Neptune. The mechanism believed to produce 

lightning discharges on Earth, and possibly other planets, is charge production by 

collisions of ice particles, followed by gravitational separation of oppositely-charged 

large and small particles. 

This work examines the possibility of lightning discharges occiuring in the atmo

spheres of Jupiter and Neptune as well as in the protoplantary nebula (PPN) by 

modeUng charge separation and growth of the electric field. The model is also ap

plied to the Earth as a test of its predictive power. It is foimd that the model can 

reproduce the correct timescale, particle charge and electric field magnitude seen 

in terrestrial lightning. The model aJso predicts hghtning on Jupiter at the 3-5 

bar level provided that the local water abvmdance is greater than the solar value. 

This is a much higher abundance than measured by the Galileo probe into Jupiter's 

atmosphere, which suggests that the water content measvired by the probe does not 

apply to the entire planet. 

An application of the model to Neptune's water and NH4SH clouds level finds 

that lightning is unlikely in these clouds due to the large electric field required 

for electrical breakdown. Lightning may be possible in the overlying H2S-NH3 



cloud provided that these substances can undergo coUisional charge exchange with 

a magnitude at least 1% of that found in water ice. 

In the protoplanetary nebula, it appears that large-scale precipitation-induced 

lightning could not have occiirred, due to the smaU mass density, low temperature 

and high electrical conductivity of the surroundings. This is a robust conclusion 

that does not depend sensitively on the values of the parameters involved. 



Thunder is good, thunder is impressive; 
hut it is lightning that does the work. 

-Mark Twain 

1 BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction 

Lightning has fascinated and frightened mankind throughout history. The ancient 

Greeks, Romans, and Egyptians believed that lightning was a supematvu-al weapon 

or a sign from the gods (Cerveny 1994). In Medieval Europe chvirchbells were rung in 

an attempt to ward off Ughtning strikes; unfortunately, the beU towers themselves 

were often the target of lightning bolts. The true nature of lightning remained 

obscure imtil 1752 when an experiment designed by Benjamin Frankhn made it 

clear that lightning was not "fire from the sky", but rather a manifestation of the 

electric force, with a thxmdercloud acting as generator (Franklin 1752). 

Although lightning is usucJly associated with thunderstorms, it can also occur in 

volcanic eruptions (Anderson et al. 1965) and dvudng nuclear explosions (WiUiams 

1988) or dust storms (Kamra 1989). Lightning has been optically observed in the 

atmosphere of Jupiter (Borucki and Magalhaes 1992), and there is indirect evidence 

for lightning on Venus, Saturn, Neptune and Uranus (Russell 1993). There has cdso 

been specxilation that Hghtning occuring early in the solar system's history, before 

the formation of planets, might have produced the melted balls of silicate known as 

chondrules (Whipple 1966, Cameron 1966). 



What causes lightning? In the broadest sense it may be said that lightning is an 

attempt to dissipate energy. It is observed that systems with large amoimts of 

free energy develop behaviors that lead to discharge of that energy, often in vio

lent outbursts. Examples are lightning, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in Uquids of 

different densities, and magnetic flares. For terrestrial lightning the energy source 

comes from solax heating of the ground that leads to moist convection; on other 

planets such as Jupiter solar energy may be supplemented by energy being released 

from the planet itself. In the early solar system the immense gravitational energy 

released by the contracting protoplanetaxy nebula provided ample energy for ener

getic events. Indeed such events, such as Fu-Ori type outbursts, have been observed 

to be associated with protostellax systems (Clarke et ai 1989). 

Knowing why lightning occurs does not tell us how it occiirs, or whether a system 

will be able to dissipate its energy in this way. To attempt to answer that question, 

particularly for systems we cannot study directly, we turn to models of the charge 

production and separation that are essenticd precursors to a lightning discheirge. 

A good model is flexible and should be able, with some modification, to apply 

throughout the solar system wherever lightning might occur. The development of 

such a model, and the resTilts of its predictions, axe the subject of what follows. 
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1.2 Motivation 

The ptupose of this work is to advance our knowledge of the conditions under 

which Ughtning can occur throughout the solar system. No attempt is made here to 

model the lightning discharge itself: rather the question is whether or not lightning 

is possible given certain atmospheric conditions. In an attempt to answer this 

question we have simpUfied the problem to a calculation of the development of a 

large-scale vertical electric field in planetary atmospheres and the protoplanetary 

nebtda. 

Current theories favor a precipitation origin for lightning, involving charge carried 

on supercooled water droplets or particles of ice. Collisions between particles of 

different sizes restdt in negative charge being transferred to large particles, while 

small pcirticles charge positively. Large particles fall faster than small ones; therefore 

layers of positive and negative charge develop. This separation of charge produces 

an electric field which may grow large enough to cause electrical breakdown in the 

ambient gas. 

Our model calculates the amount of charge separated on particles during collisions 

among a spectrum of particle sizes, and the electric field produced as these particles 

fall. The result is a time history of the electric field. This can be used to determine 

whether the breakdown field is reached, and the timescale reqioired for this to occur. 

This timescale can be compared to other relelvant timescales in the problem, such 

as the time required for particles to precipitate out of the system. 

Other authors have calculated precipitation-powered models of electric field growth 

in the Earth's atmosphere (Norville et al. 1991, Rawlins, 1982), in the atmospheres 

of Venus and Jupiter (Levin et al. 1983, Yair et al. 1995), and in the protoplanetary 



nebula (Love et al. 1995). However, our treatment possesses several unique features, 

including: 

1. An application of a single basic physical model to several different planetary 

atmospheres and the protoplanetary nebula, which allows a comparison of their 

similarities and differences. 

2. The incorporation of significant collision physics in calculating particle charge 

transfer. 

3. One of the first calculations of electric field growth in Jupiter's water cloud 

(Gibbard et al. 1995), which cein be used as a framework for the interpretation of 

results firom the Galileo atmospheric probe. 

4. The first calculation of electric field growth in Neptvme's atmosphere. 

5. The first seriously complete model of Hghtning in the protoplanetary nebula, 

which includes the critical effect of electrical conductivity due to free electrons. 

6. A consideration of the effect of the electric force on the particle fall velocity, 

which has a major effect on the development of the electric field on Jupiter and 

Neptune and may be important for the Ezirth as well. 

The study of non-terrestrial lightning is motivated by observations which indicate, 

directly or indirectly, the presence of lightning on other planets and in the early 

solar system. What follows is a simomary of these observations and their possible 

relevance to the existence of lightning. 
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1.3 Observations of Planetary Lightning 

Optical Detection 

Optical detection of non-terrestrial lightning is usually made from a spacecraft, 

since visual signals axe not bright enough to be seen against reflected sunlight. 

Images of the dark sides of Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune have been 

searched for visible evidence of lightning; only for Jupiter was the search successful 

(Cook et al. 1979). However, recent observations of Venus from the Earth using a 

mask to block the planet's simHt disk have shown evidence for lightning occurring 

there (Hansell et al. 1995). The presence of optically thick cloud layers overlying a 

lightning-producing region could be responsible for non-detection of visual signals 

from any planet with dense clouds. 

RF Noise 

Observations of radio signals from within a planet's atmosphere are confotmded 

by the presence of an upper-atmosphere layer of charged particles known as the 

ionosphere. Radio signals cannot propagate outward unless their frequency is above 

the plasma frequency, which is determined by the maximum electron density in the 

ionosphere. This frequency is typically > 1 megahertz, so that the bulk of lightning-

produced radio energy is trapped in the atmosphere (Uman 1987). However, probes 

or landers descending through the atmosphere can detect signals that remote sensing 

or flybys caxmot. Radio frequency noise was detected by the Venera landers in 

descending through Venus' atmosphere (Levin et al. 1983), and was also foimd by 

Voyager at Saturn and Uranus (Rinnert 1985). 
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Whistlers 

Lightning produces a pvdse of electromagnetic energy which is rich in low fre

quency (radio) components. This poilse propagates through the ionosphere along 

the Earth's magnetic field lines to a point in the opposite hemisphere (the conjugate 

point) where it may be detected. Alternately the pulse may be refiected from this 

point and guided back close to the place where it originated. Several such refiections 

are possible (Bittencourt 1986). 

This mode of propagation is called the "whistler" mode because of its characteristic 

sound (a drop in frequency with time) when the signal is converted directly to audio 

(the frequencies in a terrestrial whistler are usually between lOOHz and lOkHz). This 

is due to a dispersion relation in which radio waves of higher frequency travel faster 

and thus arrive sooner: t = D/\/l where t is the travel time, f the frequency, and D 

a constant called the dispersion. The dispersion is given by (Menietti tt al. 1991): 

D = k /(fp/vC)ds, where ds is the distance increment along the ray path, fc is the 

cyclotron frequency, and fp is the plasma frequency. Whistler detection requires a 

close approach to the planet because the radio waves Eire confined to the planet's 

magnetic field Unes. 

The occurrence of lightning on other planets has been deduced from visual evi

dence, as is the case for Jupiter and Venus, from detection of whistlers (Jupiter, 

Neptime, Venus), or from identification of radio-frequency noise attributed to Ught-

ning (Venus, Saturn, Uranus). The following is a summary of evidence for lightning 

on other planets. 

Mercury and Mars. These planets lack substemtial atmospheres and are unlikely 



candidates for lightning, although there has been spectdation that some electrostatic 

discharges could occur during Martian duststorms (Eden and Vonnegut 1973). 

Venus. There appears to be much evidence for lightning on Venus, although its 

frequency and possible sources remeiin controversial. No iinambiguous optical light

ning has been detected by orbiters, but the Venera 11 and 12 landers detected radio 

frequency signals that might have been produced by lightning. A groimd-based 

study that masked the daylit portion of the planet recorded seven events at a wave

length thought to be characteristic of lightning in Venus' atmosphere (Hansell et al. 

1995), giving an implied lightning flash rate only one-thousandth of the terrestrial 

value. The Pioneer Venus orbiter detected radio signals travelling in the whistler 

mode along magnetic field lines on the nightside of Venus, but these signals may 

have been generated not by lightning, but rather by local changes in plasma density 

(Taylor et al. 1985). 

The source of Venusian lightning could be clouds, which are primarily composed of 

H2SO4. H2SO4 is a polar molecule, similar in many respects to water, and so seems 

to be a likely candidate for charge separation. According to Levin et al. (1983), the 

largest particle observed in the Venusian clouds had a diameter of about 40/z. The 

small size and low fall velocity of these particles make it imlikely that gravitational 

forces could lead to charge separation. Also, the maximxmi mass density in Venus' 

clouds appears to be .05g/m^. Levin et al. (1983) have calculated a ntunerical 

model of charge separation and electric field development in Venus' clouds (using 

either inductive or non-inductive processes and a sulfuric acid loading of .05g/m'), 

and conclude that field growth does not occur imder these conditions. However, 

they do find field growth at higher mass densities 5-10 times those observed in the 



clouds, and using larger particles than those that have been observed. However, as 

they point out, there are no studies of charge separation in sulfuric acid droplets, 

so values for charge exchange in water were used. 

If lightning does not occur due to charge separation in Venus' clouds, perhaps it 

could be associated with blowing dust or volcanism. A proposed association between 

lightning and volcanism (Scarf and Russell 1983) has been disputed by Taylor and 

Cloutier (1992). Volcanoes seem an unlikely source since high rates of eruption 

would be required to explain the frequency of lightning observed. 

If lightning does occur on Venus, it does not occur in the presence of water, which 

is the only cloud-forming substance for which we have experimental evidence of 

coUisional charge transfer. Thus definite evidence for Ughtning on Venus would 

require a reassessment of the conditions imder which lightning might occur. 

Jupiter. Jupiter provides the clearest case for non-terrestrial lightning in the solar 

system, since optical lightning has been identified in Voyager 1 images (Cook et al. 

1979). Twenty transient flashes were identified, most near 45 degrees N latitude, in 

a time exposure of 192 seconds. Borucki and Williams (1986) used scattering theory 

to infer that the discharges occiirred from near the 5-bar level. While the observed 

flashes occur at rate of about 3 x 10~^/km^/yr, or only 10~^ the rate of terrestrial 

lightning, it is believed that the flashes seen were only the most powerful, with an 

energy of 1.7 x 10^^ J, and the true rate may be 4/km^/yr, close to the terrestrial 

rate (Borucki et al. 1982). However, because of the limited sampUng and imknown 

average flash energy, this estimate is very imcertain. 

Whistlers were also identified at Jupiter by the plasma wave experimem; on Voy



ager 1. Gumett et al. (1979) reported the detection of whistler-like signals at 5.5 

and 6.0 RJ, at an event rate of 1 per 8 seconds. This would give an average lightning 

rate of 4 x 10~^/km^/yT (Lewis 1980). However, Scarf et al. (1981) argue that only 

a small fraction of lightning produced is detectable in the form of whistlers, and 

therefore the true value is closer to 40/km^/yr. 

The December 7, 1995 descent of the Galileo probe into Jupiter's atmosphere pro

vided the first opportunity to detect lightning from inside the atmosphere. Data 

from the probe's lightning and radio emission detector (LRD) indicates that the 

probe passed through a region which had no lightning within a few thousand kilo

meters of the descent trajectory (Lanzerotti et al. 1996). More distant signals 

indicative of lightning were detected, and from this data Lcinzerotti et al. infer a 

lightning rate one-tenth of the terrestrial value for an equivalent area. This rate is 

not very different from the minimvun flash rate (.IS/km^/jn:) derived from optical 

observations made by Voyager 2 (Borucki and Magalhaes 1992). Joviein discharge 

currents appear to be somewhat larger than typical terrestrial currents, consistent 

with the discussion in §3.2. 

Further details of lightning on Jupiter and a model of charge production and sepa

ration in the Jovian water cloud are presented in §5. 

Saturn. Voyagers 1 and 2 both recorded impulsive broadband radio emissions dur

ing their closest approach to Saturn. These Saturn electrostatic discharges (SED) 

were attributed to atmospheric lightning by Bums et al. (1983), although due to 

the periodicity of the emissions (10 hours 10 minutes) the source may have been in 

Saturn's rings at a distance of 1.81Rs (Kaiser et al. 1980). Aside from their period

icity, another problem with an interpretation of the SED's as having an atmospheric 



source is that radio emissions occur at frequencies which should be unable to prop

agate through the planet's ionosphere. Bums et al. argue, however, that the cutoff 

frequency may be lower in the ring shadowed region due to a decreased electron 

density. 

Some 23,000 SED's were recorded dtiring the two encounters. If the interpretation 

of them as planetary lightning is correct, they show greater energy that terrestrial 

flashes, and are ten times more powerful than Jovian superbolts. No such emissions 

were observed at Jupiter, even though they could have been detected within 25Rj of 

that planet (Bxims et al. 1983). SED's show a curiously flat spectrum up to 40MHz, 

which indicates that very short EM pulses (.01/isec) must comprise the bursts, which 

last a total of tens to himdreds of milliseconds (Uman 1987). Whether SED's have 

an atmospheric source or not, it seems unlikely that they represent ajiything Hke 

the terrestrial lightning we are familiax with. 

Uranus. Voyager 2, the only spacecraft to visit Uranus, recorded radio emissions 

similar to those observed at Saturn, although 10 times less powerful. These Uranian 

electrostatic dischcirges (UED) were attributed to atmospheric lightning by Zarka 

and Pedersen (1986). A total of only 140 events were observed compared to the 

23,000 at Satiim. No recurrent pattern or timescale (as seen for Saturn) was evident. 

Owing to the lack of an internal heat source to drive vigorous convection and an 

atmosphere composed mainly of hydrogen, helium, methane, and acetylene, all 

poor candidates for electrification, Uranus seems an imlikely location for the type 

of lightning seen on Eaxth and Jupiter. 

Neptune. Gumett et al. (1990) reported the detection of whistler-Uke events diuing 



the encounter of Voyager 2 with Neptune. During the flyby of Neptune in August 

1989,16 whistler events were detected near the magnetic equator at radial distances 

from 1.3 to 1.99 RN- The frequency of detection was 6.1 to 12 kHz, and the disper

sions fit the Eckersley law for Ughtning-generated whistlers: t = (D/n/T), where t is 

the travel time, f is the frequency zind D is a constant, the dispersion. The large 

value of the dispersion found for Neptime (which would imply path lengths ranging 

from 50 to over 2000 RN) has been explained by Menietti et al (1991) as a result of 

propagation near the resonance cone angle for a large part of the ray path. 

An optical search for lightning on Neptvme (Borucki and Pham 1992) showed no 

signs of observable flashes. From this they conclude that either Neptune storms 

are less visible than those on Jupiter, or less than one-fourth as frequent. Nepttme 

possesses a strong internal heat source which leads to vigorous convection, but its 

presiuned water clouds lie at a depth of about 50 bars. If the water clouds are the 

source of lightning, it seems reasonable that such deeply buried flashes would not be 

optically observable. A model of possible lightning production in Neptune's clouds 

is presented in §6. 

Titan. As the only satellite with a substantial atmosphere, Titan has received 

attention as a possible location for lightning (Chang et al. 1979, Gupta et al. 1981, 

Borucki et al. 1984). Titan's atmosphere contains approximately 97% N2 and 3% 

methane, with trace amounts of hydrogen cyanide, ethane, propane, acetylene, and 

other hydrocarbons. 

The question of whether lightning occurs on Titan has important consequences for 

the abundances of hydrocarbons in its atmosphere. While the observed abundances 

of hydrogen cyanide, acetylene, ethane and propane can be satisfactorally derived 



from photochemistry (Yung et al. 1984), the amount of ethylene observed falls 

short of predictions by an order of magnitude. This discrepancy can apparently be 

resolved by the presence of lightning (Borucki et al. 1988). 

Based on energy-dissipation arguments, it has been argued that Titan should pro

duce lightning at a rate somewhat lower than the terrestrial value (Borucki et al. 

1984). However, Desch and Kaiser (1990) foxmd no radio signals from Titan at

tributable to lightning. This sets an upper limit on Titan hghtning energy of less 

them 10® J/flash, or one-thousandth the terrestrial value. Alternately, lightning on 

Titan may be very infrequent. 

The absence of a condensible species such as H2O makes Titan a poor candidate for 

precipitation-induced lightning. However, considering how much remains xmknown 

about the generation of lightning, its presence cannot be ruled out. The planned 

Titan probe on the Cassini mission (ciurently scheduled for laimch in 1997 and 

arrival in 2004) may help to resolve this issue. 

The Proto-planetary Nebula. Although we have no observational evidence from the 

early solar system, we do have access to primitive material that is beheved to have 

been unaltered from the time of the solar system's formation some 4.5 billion years 

ago. Certain meteorities, the carbonaceous chondrites, contain large concentrations 

of chondrules, which are millimeter-sized beads of glassy silicate. Chondrules were 

apparantly formed by the melting of preexisting primitive grains that had never 

been heated to a temperature above 600K (Taylor et al. 1983). 

It was first suggested by Whipple (1966) that chondrules might have been formed 

by melting of primitive material in a lightning channel. Experiments involving ir



radiation of chondrule-like assemblages with visible light (Eisenhour et al. 1994, 

Eisenhour and Buseck 1995) showed that radiative heating could reproduce textu-

ral features of chondrules. This supports the idea that chondrules may have been 

melted by lightning flzishes or magnetic reconnection flares (Levy and AraJd 1989). 

Calculations by Horanyi et al. (1995) of the heating of chondrule prectirsors in a 

lightning discheirge indicated that Ughtning may be a viable mechanism for chon

drule melting. The heating in this case is due to a combination of electron and ion 

bombardment and UV radiation. 

Although we have no observational evidence of lighting in protoplanetary disks, 

protostars are known to undergo periodic eruptions (Clarke et al. 1989) and are a 

source of tremendous energy dissipation. Calculations show that protostellar disks 

are likely to be convective for at least some portion of their existence (Weiden-

schilling 1977, Lin 1981), which would lead to the lofting of material above the 

midplane of the disk. At the water ice condensation boimdary, near a few AU, wa

ter could have undergone repeated precipitation cycles in which coUisional charge 

exchange might have occurred. Such a mechanism has been considered by Love et 

al. (1995), who concluded from a two-particle-size model that such charge exchange 

covdd lead to electrostatic discharges, although they foimd that the energy involved 

was not enough to melt chondrule precursors. 

If lightning occiurred in the protoplanetary nebula, it was likely to have been very 

different from lightning occurring in planetary atmospheres. Time and distance 

scales are both much greater in the nebula (the nebular scaleheight is on the order 

of 10 miUion km, compared to tens of km for planetary atmospheres). Both the gas 

pressiure and the water abtmdance were much lower. It is also necessary to consider 

the effects of free electrons on the conductivity of the environment. A model of 
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lightning in the protoplanetaxy nebula is presented in §7. 
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2 THE LIGHTNING DISCHARGE 

2.1 Background 

Lightning is an electrostatic discharge that occurs when charges of opposite sign are 

separated over macroscopic distances. The amount of charge that can be separated 

is limited; after a certain point the resulting electric field becomes strong enough 

to ionize the intervening medium, and a rapid "lightning stroke" occurs, releasing 

the energy stored in the electric field. 

Electrical breakdown under non-vacuimi conditions relies on ionization of the am

bient gas by collisions with energetic electrons. The initial electrons present may 

be produced by cosmic rays, ELS in the Earth's atmosphere, or by some other source 

of ionization such as radioactive decay. The electric field present in the system 

accelerates electrons with a force F = eE, where e is the electron charge and E 

the electric field. In travelling a distance d an electron therefore acquires energy 

F • d = eEd. If these electrons coUide with molecides in the atmosphere then they 

may have acqmred enough energy to ionize the molectdes, freeing new electrons. 

Thus the number of free electrons in the system increases exponentiedly, and this 

electron cascade can short out the electric field. 

This simple description overlooks the real difficiilties of imderstanding how a light

ning discharge works. In addition to the question of how the electric field originates, 

there are questions about the propagation of the lightning channel and the self-

organizing behavior that allows charge to be drained from a large volmne of cloud 

into a narrow channel. Many details of this process still elude real imderstjinding. 

We will primarily be concerned with the question of the origin of the electric field 



and particle charges; discussions of other aspects of the lightning discharge including 

phenomenology and modeling of the discharge itself can be foimd in Uman (1987). 

2.2 Requirements for Lightning Discharge 

Under ordinary circimistances a gas is an excellent insulator. However, when an 

electric field of sufl&cient intensity is present a gas can become highly conductive. 

The transition from the insulating to the conducting state is known as the elec

trical breakdown of a gas; the necessary electric field is called the "breakdown 

field". Laboratory measurements of the brealcdown field between two electrodes 

have shown that its value depends on the geometry of the system, the properties 

of the gas between the electrodes, and to some extent the composition of the elec

trodes themselves. Li the laboratory sparks are produced between electrodes when 

the breakdown field is reached. This same phenomenon, on a much larger scale, 

produces a lightning flash. 

An electrical discharge occurs when an "electron cascade" is produced; that is, 

when each electron can ionize at least one gas molecule before imdergoing energy 

loss or recombination. In order to be able to ionize, an electron needs to gain 

enough energy (eVj, where Vj is about 30 volts) during an electron mean free path 

Ae = (ncr)~^, where n is the number density of the neutral gas eind <7 is the electron-

neutral cross section. A is thus inversely proportional to the atmospheric pressvire. 

Since the energy gained from the electric field is eEAe, where E is the electric field, 

this means that the necessary condition is; 

eEAe > eVi (2.1) 

Investigations using a parallel-plate capacitor have shown that over a range of spark 
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gaps the breakdown field varies linearly with the pressure, in agreement with this 

equation. This linear relation is known as Paschen's Law (Meek and Craggs 1953). 

When considering a distribution of memy electrons, the probability that a given 

electron wiU be able to ionize depends on the distance it travels between collisions. 

If we define Ai = Vj/E, then the nimiber of electrons able to ionize is: 

n(A > Ai) = neoe-(^'/^-^ (2.2) 

If we now let Q=the number of ionizing coUisons/cm of path, this is equal to the 

niunber of mean free paths in 1 cm times the probability that A > A,: 

a = (2.3) 
AQ n^o Ag 

So that 

a = ie-(v./A.E) (2.4) 
Ae 

Since Ag = Ap, where p is the gas pressure and A is a constant, this may be rewritten 

as 

- = Ae~(®P/^^ (2.5) 
P 

where B = ViA. 

The discharge process may be dependent on so-called "secondziry processes", as 

distinguished from the primary process of electron-impact ionization (Umzui 1984). 

These secondary processes include: electron emission at the cathode due to the 

impact of positive ions; photoelectric emission at the cathode due to photons emitted 

by the gas; ionization of the gas by positive ions, and photoionization of the gas 

due to photon emission. Electron loss processes such as attachment to molecules 

or dust particles are not considered in the analysis that follows, although they may 



be very important under certain circumstances (for example, in the protoplanetaxy 

nebula; see §7.3). 

A consideration of secondary loss processes leads to a steady-state equation of the 

form: 

(2.6) 

where nj is the number of electrons at the anode, no is the number of electrons per 

imit time leaving the cathode due to external forces (such as a light source), d is 

the separation of the anode and cathode, and w, with the same imits as a, is the 

generalized Townsend secondary coefficient representing the production of electrons 

by the combined action of all secondary processes (Llewellyn-Jones 1983). 

Equation 2.6 is only valid in the absence of space-charge distortion of the applied 

field. Electrical breakdown does not occur without space-charge distortion, but a 

useful brealcdown criterion can be derived by setting the demoninator of equation 

2.6 equal to zero; this produces the Townsend criterion for breakdown: 

= o (2.7) 
a 

Equation 2.7 is equivalent to the reqmrement that for every electron leaving the 

cathode and arriving at the anode a secondary process will regenerate a replacement 

electron. This equation produces values of the breakdown field for a variety of gases 

that agree well with experiment (Llewellyn-Jones 1983). 

Near the breeikdown field space-charge distortion necessarily occurs. The electric 

fields created by the electrons and ions of the discharge play an important role in the 

creation of the high-conductivity channel in the gas. It is believed that an electrical 

discharge is initiated by streamer formation, in which the first electron avalanche 
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develops into a narrow channel of high conductivity (see figtire 2.1). A streamer 

filament has a strong space-charge field at and ahead of its tip. This field leads 

to enhanced coUisional ionization and to photoionization at the tip of the filament, 

which restdts in propagation of the filament. Although the streamer mechanism can 

qualitatively accoimt for the propagation of the discharge, the detailed physics of 

the situation remain imknown (Uman 1984). 

2.3 Energetics of Lightning 

In its simplest form the electrical structure of a thimderstorm can be considered as 

a dipole, with single layers of positive and negative charge (figure 2.2). The true 

charge structure of a thimderstorm is more complicated, but the dipole model allows 

us to analyze the system as a parallel-plate capacitor, using simplified equations. 

The electric field in a capacitor can be foimd from Gauss' Law: 

V • E = 47rpch (2.8) 

which is, in its integral form: 

y(E-n)dA = 47rQe„ci (2.9) 

Integrating over the charged surface gives 

E = 4xcrch (2.10) 

where (Tch is the charge per unit area. 

If we now specify the vertical length scale of the system as L, the potential difference 

across the system is: 

V = y E • dl ~ pchL^ (2.11) 
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where pch is the charge per unit volume. 

The chcirging cvirrent is: 

I = pchvL'^ (2.12) 

where v is the velocity of charge separation. 

Therefore the power is: 

P = IV = (2.13) 

It should be noticed that the power in a hghtning discharge scales as the fourth 

power of the discharge length. This could be a possible explanation for the energetic 

bolts (superbolts) found on Jupiter, which has a larger atmospheric scale height than 

the Earth and therefore plausibly a longer discharge channel. 

It is believed that hghtning is powered by precipitation (Saunders 1993). With 

some simpKfiying assumptions, an estimate can be made of the reqmred efficiency of 

conversion of gravitationzd energy to the energy discharged in a lightning flash. For 

terrestrial flashes, it has been observed that there is a correlation between rainfall 

and lightning, with about lO^m^ of rainfall per lightning stroke (Piepgrass et al. 

1982). For cin area of 1 km^, this would be a rain depth of 1 cm. The gravitational 

potential energy per unit area of water at a height h=l km (a conservative estimate, 

since thimderstorm clouds can extend up to at least 10 km) is: 

E, 
^ = <^nigh ^ 10°erg/cm^ (2.14) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration at the Earth's surface and cTm is the mass 

per imit airea (Ig/cm^ in this case). 
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The energy discharged in a lightning flash is: 

Edisc = QEd (2.15) 

where Q is the total charge moved by the lighting current, E is the breakdown field, 

and d is the distance over which the charge is moved. Substituting the value for 

the charge per unit area from equation 2.10, 

^ ^ (216) 
A Air 

The laxge-scale breakdown field for the Earth is observed to be about 10 statV/cm, 

or 3 X 10® V/m. If we assume that d = h (with this assimiption the values of d and h 

cancel out of the calculation), then Eaisc/A = 8 x lO''ergs/cm^. Thus a conversion 

efficiency of gravitational energy to lightning energy approaching 1% is reqmred. 

For other planets where lightning may occur at higher pressiures, the breakdown 

field is larger. Thus for the same efficiency a larger charge per particle or a greater 

amount of precipitation would be required to produce a lightning flash. 

2.4 Charge Separation 

Almost all of the information avciilable about charge separation leading to a light

ning discharge comes firom studies of thimderstorms on Earth. Any theory of thim-

derstorm electrification must be able to explain the following observed facts about 

terrestrial thunderstorms: 

1. The timescale for charge separation cannot be more than the time required for the 

first lightning stroke after initiation of cloud convection (roughly 20 or 30 minutes), 

or 10-20 minutes after the first radar-detectable (d > 200^) precipitation. 
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2. The theory must explain the observed dipole-like structure of a typical thim-

derstorm cloud (negative charge located near the bottom between about -5C and 

-20C: positive charge higher in the cloud at lower temperatures; see figure 2.1). 

3. Whatever mechanism is operating must provide sufB.cient charge separation to 

raise the field to its observed breakdown value (about ISstatV/cm or 500,000 V/m). 

In addition a useful theory shotild explain why thimderstorms are rare in clouds in 

which no ice is present (cloud temperature above DC everywhere) and should have 

a plausable energy source for producing the energy that goes into lightning (for 

example, this energy sovurce may be the gravitational energy of falling ice particles). 

The information available to test theories of charge separation derives from two 

sources: 1) observations of thunderstorms in which electric field measurements and 

possibly measurements of particle charges are made {e.g. Weinheimer et al. 1991), 

and 2) laboratory studies of ice-ice or ice-water collisions designed to measure 

particle-to-particle charge transfer imder various conditions. 

2.4.1 Large-sc£ile charge separation 

Theories designed to explain thunderstorm charging divide into two groups: convec-

tive and non-convective (involving charge on ice particles). The convective theory 

involves positive ions near the ground being entrained into the updraft of a cmnulus 

cloud. 

These charges are trapped on water droplets and are carried upward to regions near 

the top of the cloud. Here negative charge is attracted to the cloud and trapped 

on cloud particles, forming a screening layer. This layer is thought to descend in 
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downdrafts, thus forming a negative charge layer near the bottom of the cloud which 

causes positive point discharge and produces new positive particles (Vonnegut 1953). 

This process is illustrated in figure 2.2b. The major problem with this theory, as 

pointed as out by Latham (1981) is that the entrainment process is too slow; also 

the theory does not explain why a field large enough to cause point discharge does 

not lead to a lightning discharge within the cloud. 

Other theories of thunderstorm electrification involve particle-particle charge trans

fer followed by gravitational separation of light and heavy particles (figure 2.2a). 

These theories usually require that large particles of graupel (soft hail formed by a 

rime of water droplets on an ice crystal) acquire a negative charge in their collisions 

with smaller particles (ice crystals). This would explain the dipole-like structure 

commonly seen in terrestrial thunderstorms, with a negative charge layer near the 

bottom and positive charge at higher altitude. (The stability of these layers in a 

certain temperature range may be explained by a "reversal temperature" at which 

the sign of charge transfer changes; this is discussed further in section 2.4.2.) 

2.4.2 Small-scale charge separation 

There are several mechanisms that have been proposed for charging of ice grains 

or water droplets in the Earth's atmosphere (Kuettner et al. 1981, Mathpal et 

al. 1980, Satmders 1993). These mechanisms can be divided into two categories: 

inductive and non-inductive. 

Inductive charge separation (figure 2.4) occvirs when a water droplet or ice particle 

becomes polarized by a background electric field, such as the "fair weather" field 

foimd in the Earth's atmosphere (Darkow 1986). Since large particles have a higher 



terminal velocity than small ones, they tend to overtake the small particles, which 

strike them from vmdemeath and acqtiire the sign of charge fotmd on the bottom of 

the laxge grains (positive charge for Eaxth conditions in which the electric field is 

directed downward toward the planet). The smaller particles, if not accreted by the 

laxge ones, continue to lag behind them, carrying away positive charge and leaving 

large particles with an excess of the negative charge (figure 2.3). As this process 

continues, the field created by charge separation reinforces the original background 

field, leading to even more charge separation. This process terminates when the 

breakdown voltage is reached and a lightning discharge occurs. 

Laboratory studies of the inductive theory of particle charging have given mixed 

results, niingworth and Caranti (1985) and Gross (1982) foimd that ice conductivity 

is too low and ice particle contact times too short to allow sufficient charge to flow. 

Gaskell (1981) foimd that the inductive theory holds weU for 100/i liquid drops 

reboimding from a hailstone, but that only 10% of the drops actually separate 

from the target; he concluded that this could not be an important mechanism for 

thimderstorm charging. Similar experiments conducted by Gaskell using 100/i ice 

crystals did not show charging consistent with the inductive theory. Scott and Levin 

(1970) found good agreement with the inductive theory using large (1 mm) snow 

crystals interacting with a 2.5 cm ice sphere at low coUision velocities (100 cm/sec), 

but these are not conditions likely to occur in Earth thunderstorms. 

There are other observations that argue against the inductive theory. One of these 

is the finding by Gaskell et al. (1978) and by Marshall and Winn (1982) that highly 

charged particles are foimd during early stages of thimderstorm development. An 

inductive theory does not predict large particle charges until the electric field hcis 

increased significantly. The inductive theory also predicts that the recovery of the 
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electric field between flcishes should be exponential, while Standler and Winn (1979) 

foimd a linear recovery. On the other hand, Breed and Dye (1989) have found 

exponenticd field growth in sailplane measurements of the eaxly stages of some New 

Mexico storms, although the field growth becomes linear after a 4-5 minute rapid 

growth period. It is possible that both an inductive and a non-inductive mechanism 

are operating simultaneously. 

The advantage of the inductive theory is that the mechanism is well-understood and 

is easily quantifiable. The non-inductive process, on the other hand, is not well-

imderstood and not easy to model. It has been observed by several experimenters 

that ice crystals colliding with an ice target (usuedly a larger hail pellet) exchange 

charge with the target (Saunders et al. 1985, Caranti tt al. 1985, Baiter et al. 1987). 

The charge transfer is usually explained as a result of a contact potential difference 

between the crystals and the hailstone, although no detailed microphysical model 

is available. 

Some authors (Saimders et al. 1985) have found that the sign and amount of the 

charge transfer depends on the liquid water content of the surroimding cloud and the 

temperature; others (Caranti et al. 1985, Balcer et al. 1987) find that details of the 

sxirface, such as the presence of stirface frost or whether the particles are growing or 

evaporating determines the character of the charging. One interesting result of these 

studies is the appearance of a critical "reversal temperature" at which the sign of 

charge transferred to the target reverses. It was found by Satmders et al. (1985) that 

at T > —20C the target charges positive, while at T < —20C it charges negative. If 

this result is applicable to thunderstorm clouds, it could explain the persistance of 

positive and negative charge layers at certain zdtitudes (temperatures) despite the 

fact that charged particles are continually moving downward as precipitation. 



Although the details of the mechanism leading to non-inductive coUisional charge 

tranfer are still rmknown, the surface properties of water ice probably play a major 

role. It has long been known that the surface of ice possesses an anomalously high 

conductivity compared to the bulk material (about an order of magnitude larger; 

Scott and Levin 1970). Near its freezing point, the surface of ice is in a quasi-liquid 

state in which molectdes still have some freedom of movement. Fletcher's (1968) 

calculations of the surface structure of ice indicate that the preferred molecular 

orientation has the protons directed outward at the surface. Water contains free 

positive and negative ions, which would arrange themselves under the influence of 

this surface potential gradient so that a thin layer of negative charge is concentrated 

directly beneath the svu^ace, with the excess positive ions forming a more diffuse 

concentration deeper down (Fletcher 1968). 

Based on the values of surface charge density calculated by Fletcher (about 5 x 10^^ 

electron charges/cm^), Ifi"^ of surface area would contain 5 x 10® free charges, which 

is about 100 femtoCoulombs, a value close to the magnitude of coUisional charge 

transfer fovmd experimentally during interactions between ice crystals and an ice 

target (Keith and Saimders 1989). The value of for the contact area between 

particles of the size used in these experiments is a conservative estimate; larger 

values are predicted by calculations using the Hertz contact theory (Buser and 

Aufdermaur 1977). 

The values for surface charge density given by Fletcher are for ice near its melting 

point, at -2 to -10 C. At colder temperatures the amoimt of charge trcmsfer wiU 

be decreeised as the thickness of the liquid-like layer on the surface of ice decreases 

(Beiker ei al. 1987). Riming hail particles may be kept warmer than the ambient 

temperature by the latent heat released by supercooled water droplets which freeze 
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on contact, so that charge transfer can still occur at environmental temperatures 

considerably below the freezing point. 

Whatever the exact mechanism for generating charge on ice particles during thim-

derstonns, it is clear from observations (e.g. Weinheimer et al. 1991) that at least 

some fraction of these particles is indeed significantly charged. An important ques

tion is whether the amoimt of charge foimd on particles is sufficient to accoimt 

for the charge that is neutralized during a hghtning strike. This question will be 

considered in §4.3. 

Another important factor in assessing the possibiHty of lightning generation is the 

conductivity of the surrounding medivim. AU mechanisms of charge separation are 

tmdermined by the movement of free chcirge, which can either coUide with the 

particles and cancel their tmbaJanced charge, or move in such a way as to cancel 

the incipient large-scale electric field. The existence of lightning depends on having 

a low enough electrical conductivity and a fast enough charging rate to build up to 

the breakdown potential before neutralization occurs. 
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Figure 2.1: Tlie streamer mecheinism applied to the lightning leader into air. The 
development of the streamer in time is shown, with ts > to > tj. From Uman 
(1984). 
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Figure 2.2: Diagram sho-wing tlie distributioa of charge ia a typical coavecuve 
thunderstonii in England. From Uman (1987). 
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Figure 2.4: laductive charging mechanism. A felling ice pellet is polarized in the 
electric field E. An ice crystal colliding with the bottom of the pellei: acquires positive 
charge suid is carried in the updreift wind. The heavier, negatively-chzirged particle 
falls. From VoUand (1984). 
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3 THE MODEL 

There are several mechanisms that must be modeled in order to develop an iinder-

standing of the lightning discharge in planetary atmospheres. The first step is to 

understand how moist convection may occur in an atmosphere (§3.1). This gives 

values of the altitude, temperature, and water abundance of the lightning-forming 

region. The next paxt of the model is the growth of ice particles, either by gravi

tational coalescence or by turbvdent growth (§3.2). Then particles are followed as 

they undergo charge-exchanging collisions (§3.3). At the same time the growth of 

the electric field is followed as charge is separated (§3.4). Each of these processes 

will be described in detail in what follows. 

3.1 Moist Convection 

In order to estimate the parameters involved in the lofting of material to the conden

sation region, we adopt a simple one-dimensional model of moist convection used by 

Stoker (1986) to model convective plimies on Jupiter, and by Lunine and Himten 

(1989) for the atmospheres of Earth, Uranus, and Neptune. This model produces 

values for the temperature profile as well as the upweUing velocity of convective 

columns. For simplicity, the model presented here assumes a backgrotmd atmo

sphere of H2, with H2O as the condensable species. However, it may be generalized 

to any backgroimd atmospheric gas and condensate. 

In this one-dimensioned model there are upweUing regions (columns), whose prop

erties will be denoted by unprimed variables; downwelling regions (the environment 

between columns) will be labelled with primed variables. 

Because of the difference in density between the warm upweUing gas and its colder 
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surroundings, there will be a buoyancy force per unit mass on a parcel of ciscending 

gas: 

T 
(3.1) 

V 

Here Tv is the virtual temperature, which is used so that moist air may be treated 

as a single entity despite the fact that it contains more than one type of gas. Ty is 

defined such that the total pressure follows the ideal gas law: Pt = (ptKIv/ 

where Pt is FRJ + PHJO, and pt = PHz + PHiO-

T. = T (3.2) 

where f is the mass mixing ratio of H2O, pn^o/PEit and e is the ratio of molecular 

weights Tv is thus the temperature that dry air wotild have at the same 

density and pressiure as the pcircel of moist air. 

The upweUing velocity w is determined by momentiun balance at each pressure level 

(Stoker 1986). The equation of motion for a colmnn of gas is: 

= g - Meg (3.3) 

Here cr is the vertical mass flux, a = S/9w, where S is the cross-sectional area of the 

upweUing column; <TW is thus the vertical momentum fltix. If we consider a sUce of 

thickness 6z, the divergence of momentum from the volume S^z is: 

+ ^6^) (" + (3.4) 

This is set equal to the total upward buoyancy force on the parcel minus the down

ward force of gravity on the mass of condensate in the voltune, Mc-



Equation (3.3) can be rearranged to yield: 

idw^ (TV-t ; )  I d m  ,  ,  

2 i r = « - T ^  m d T "  

where I is the mass mixing ratio of condensate (1=0 if material rains out as soon as 

it condenses). 

Defining an effective virtual temperature T* = Tv(l — 1), and using the hydrostatic 

equation (dP/dz) = —pg = (—^Pg/RTv) to convert to pressure coordinates: 

Here (j> is the entrainment rate, 4> = (l/m)(dm/dP), a meeisure of how much outside 

material is entrained into the column at its outer boimdaxy. We will adopt the value 

for (p used by Lunine and Himten (1989): (f) = {—.2lvgp^^)^ where r is the radius of 

the convective column. 

If equation (3.6) is integrated over a small pressure interval AP, holding Tv, T^, P, 

and (j) constaxit, we find: 

The temperature profile in the rising column is given by the moist adiabat, which 

includes the effects of latent heat released by the condensing water vapor, and also 

the heat required to warm entrained air. The moist adiabat is defined by: 

dQ = m(CpdT - 5^dP) (3.8) 
fir 

where m is the mass of the colimm. As the air rises from z to z + (Jz, a mass dm of 

cooler outside air is entrained. This air must be warmed to the temperature inside 

the column, which requires heat dQi: 

dQi = Cp(T - T')dm 
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In order to sattirate this entrained air, condensed water in the cloud must evaporate, 

cooling the cloud by an amount: 

where L is the latent heat of vaporization, fg is the saturation mass mixing ratio of 

H2O, and f is the mixing ratio in the entrained air. 

As the air in the colvman ascends and cools, condensation occurs when the water 

vapor mass mixing ratio exceeds the saturation mass mixing ratio. This warms the 

parcel by: 

dQ2 =L(^-f')dm 

dQs = -mLdfs 

where fs = e(PH20,sat/PH2) - e(PHiO,sat/P), so that: 

df. = |dPH,o,.u - e^S^dP 

Using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, 

dPHzO.sat — 
LPH20.sat/^H20dT 

RT2 

yields: 

Now substituting for Q in equation (3.8), we have: 

1 + (Lfs/i/RTy) - ((T - V) ̂ /r) - (L (fs - n ?^/rCp)-
l+(L2f3/ZH,o/CpRT2) 

(3.9) 

Where F is the dry adiabatic lapse rate, (RTv/^iPCp). This equation serves to 

define the temperature structure of the atmosphere, which defines the altitude at 

which condensation occurs. 
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3.2 Particle Growth 

In order to perform calculations using a range of particle sizes, we have partitioned 

particles into discrete bins ba^ed on the particle radius. Each bin has assigned to 

it a nxmiber density and mass density equal to the total value of these parameters 

for the particles whose sizes axe between the lower and upper bin boimdaries. 

Particle growth is calcvdated using the "continuous bin" model developed by Yoimg 

(1974). This model conserves both mass and ntunber density, and allows the upper 

limit of peirticle size in the bin to be adjusted downward so that the entire bin 

range need not be used. Instead, a bin is allowed to fill gradually, beginning with 

the smallest sizes, until the size of the largest particle in the bin reaches the upper 

bin botmdary-only then do particles spill over into the next bin. This avoids the 

artificial "runaway growth" common to models that require some particles to be 

transferred to the next larger bin, no matter how small the mass added to the bin 

diiring a given timestep. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b show a conceptual picture of the 

continuous bin technique. 

In the model, each bin has an associated slope, kr, such that 

where r is the paritlce radius, nr is the number density per unit particle radius 

(7^/cm~^), and tq is the bin midrange radius, TQ = rmini+i — rmin; (fig. 3.1a). 

The value of N, the bin number density ( # / c m ^ )  is foimd from an integral over the 

bin nimiber density function: 

nr = no + kr(r - ro) (3.10) 

(3.11) 
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and the bin mass density M (g/cm^) is found from: 

M= / ^ppr^Hrdr = ^^[R4(nr,o-krro)+krR5] (3.12) 

where ri and r2 are the lower and upper bin bcimdaxies cm.d pp is the mass density 

of the particles. Here Rn = ^(rminf^^ — rmin?) where rmini is the lower boundary 

of the ith bin. 

no and kr are uniquely determined for a given bin by the total mass and number 

density within that bin and can be foimd from equations 3.11 and 3.12: 

In some cases the values of M and N will lead to an nr which is negative at some 

points within the bin range. In this case the upper limit of the bin must be decreased 

imtil the number density at the upper bin edge becomes positive. This wiU leave 

the upper part of the bin range empty. 

The initial distribution has peirticles only in the first (smallest) bin, with a flat 

slope (kr=0). The lower boundaries of the other bins are miiltiples of y/2 from the 

minimum radius. As the particles undergo collisions and grow in size particles are 

transferred to larger bin sizes. 

At each timestep the collision frequency between particles both in the same and 

different bins is calculated using the formula: 

N 
(3.13) 

(3.14) 

Aij = = Eij7r(rf + r?)vrei,ij At (3.15) 
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Where Xij is the niimber of particles collected from bin j by a particle in bin i 

during the timestep At. Eij is the collection eflB.ciency (the fraction of particles 

within the collection area 7r(rf +r?) that actually strike each other), and ri.j are 

the mean radii of particles in bins i aind j (fovmd from the mezin mass, which is the 

bin mass density divided by the bin nimiber density). Vrei = Vj — vj is the relative 

velocity of the two particles. 

Equation (3.15) is essentially the formula used by Yoimg (1975). 

Particles and meiss are removed from the lower bin, and mass is added to the upper 

bin: 

where mi is the mean mass of particles in bin j. 

At this point, it is determined whether any of the particles in bin i have grown 

large enough to be transferred to bin i+1 (if the upper Umit of bin i has been 

adjusted downward, there may be no particles whose sizes are large enough, after 

being augmented by a collision with a particle from bin j, to grow into the next 

higher bin. In this case no transfer occvirs). The number of particles from bin i that 

could potentially grow to bin i+1 after coUision is found from: 

N j  =  N j  -  A i j N i  (3.16a) 

M: = Mj - Ai.iNim; (3.166) 

Mj = Mi + Ai jNimj (3.16c) 

(3.17a) 

and their total mass is: 

(3.176) 
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Where r** is the maxiinuin radius of particles in bin i, and 

rx = (nninf+i - r?) ® (3.17c) 

is the augmented radius of a peirticle that grows just large enough to enter bin i+1 

(figure 3.1b). 

Since only a fraction Aj j of the particles have actually imdergone a collision, the 

total mass and number that axe trcinsferred to the next larger bin are: 

Mt = MxxAij +mjAijNxx (3.18a) 

Nt = NxxAij (3.186) 

The particle growth calculation is continued imtil the largest particles have reached 

a certain predetermined size. At this point the particles are assumed to undergo 

non-sticking collisions which may lead to charge exchange. 

3.3 Particle Ch£irging 

Charge exchange has been modeled using both inductive and non-inductive transfer. 

The inductive charging process can be simpUfied to the problem of two uncharged 

conducting spheres which come into contact and exchange charge in such a way as 

to cancel the electric field between them. In the Umit that one of the spheres is 

much smaller than the other: 

2 
AQ = ^r^cos^ (l - E (3.19) 

where 9 is the angle between the Unes of centers of the two spheres and the ambient 

field. (Scott and Levin 1970). In what follows an average value of cos 6 = .707 has 



been adopted. The factor expresses the fraction of charge not transferred 

during the collision. Here tc is the contact time, the eunount of time during which 

particles are touching and charge transfer can occxir. tr is the dielectric relaxation 

time, which can be determined with the use of Maxwell's equations: 

V . E = i ^  
t 

^  +  V . J  =  0  

J = <tE 

which leads to: 

^  +  ̂ V - p c h  =  0  ( 3 . 2 0 )  

so that the cheirge density pch = />oexp — (t/ty), where t^ = (e/47r(T). Both e and 

a are functions of temperature; we have adapted simple empirical formulae from 

Hobbs (1974): 

- 3 . 2 + ( ? ^ )  ( 3 . 2 1 )  

,  /  -(220-T)\  
a = 4.5 X 10^ f 10—50—j (3.22) 

a may be increased by an order of magnitude over the pure ice value due to the 

presence of impurities; at relatively high temperatures, such £is exist in clouds on 

Earth or Jupiter, the surface conductivity may be higher than the bulk conductivity 

by another factor of 10 (Scott and Levin 1970). For clouds on Earth at -5C e is 

about 90; in the protoplanetary nebula it rises to over 180 at the ice condensation 

boimdary (~ 170K). The value of a becomes near constant at 4.5 x 10^/sec for 

temperatures above 220K; in the nebiila it drops down to below 10/sec. Thus a 

typical nebular value for the electrical relaxation time is about .1 sec, and for the 

atmospheres of Earth or Jupiter about 10"^ sec. 



Determining the true contact time is difficult, since this depends on the sizes, densi

ties, relative velocities, contact angle and surface conditions of the two particles. To 

get an estimate for the contact time, we adopt an elastic collision model (the Hertz 

contact model) from Timoshenko and Goodier (1970). For this model we asstmie 

spherical, constant-density bodies that respond elasticaJly to stress. In terms of the 

initial relative velocity v, the contact time is: 

tc = 2.94- (3.23) 
V 

where a is the maximum amoimt of compression along a line joining the two parti

cles. Hertz contact theory gives oc = (5v^/4nni)^'''', where ni = (mi + ms/mima) 

and n = i/(16rir2)/(97r2(ki -t-k2)^(ri +r2))- Here the r's eire the radii of the two 

particles, the m's are their masses, and kj = (1 — i/j^)/(7rYi) where u and Y are Pois-

son's ratio and Yoimg's modiilus for ice (here it is assimied that ki = ka). Using 

appropriate values for ice (Michel 1978), k = 6 x 10"^^. In order to calculate the 

amoimt of charge that can flow during the contact time, it is necessary to integrate 

over the changing contact area from the beginning of the collision to the time of 

maximum compression (total charge transfer is twice this amount since the collision 

is assumed to be perfectly elastic). Thus the amovmt of charge transfer is foimd to 

be: 

dQ = .633o-Etc7ra^ax (3-24) 

which is just a ntmiber of order imity times the current density J, the contact time, 

and the majdmvmi contact area. 

Using the mmabers given above, it is foimd that tc 2 x 10~® seconds for ri = .1cm, 

T2 = 100^ tmder nebiilar conditions. The contact time for similar particles under 

Earth conditions is about 1.1 x 10~® sec. For the nebxilax values the contact time 



is over four orders of raagnitude smaller than tr; this reduces the amotmt of charge 

transferred by 4 orders of magnitude as well (for small (tc/tr) the exponential can 

be expanded to give (1 — exp(—(tc/tr)) ^ (tc/tr)). For the Earth the contact time is 

also several orders of magnitude shorter than the dielectric relaxation time, and the 

amoimt of charge transferred wiU be too smzdl to give significant charging (Gross 

1982). 

Equihbrium inductive charge transfer assumes that sufficient time is available for 

charge to rearrange itself so that a state of electrical equilibrixmi is reached; the 

amoimt of transfer is given by equation (3.19) without the 1 — exp(—(tc/tr)) term. 

To test the extreme possibilities of inductive charge trginsfer, we have calculated 

charging models using eqmhbriiun inductive charging; however, tmder realistic con

ditions this type of charging is vmlikely to occur due to the small contact times in 

relation to the relaxation time. An exception might occur for ice with a higher con

ductivity due to contamination with, for example, a salt solution, or for materiad in 

a semi-liquid state. Slower impact velocities would also increase the contact time, 

although this would increase the chances that the particles would stick together 

rather thzin separating; a more Hquid material would have the same effects. 

Non-inductive charge transfer heis been modeled according to the experimental 

data of Keith and Saimders (1989) and Jayaratne et al. (1983). Their experimen

tal apparatus involved a rotating ice-coated metal target (to simvdate a hailstone) 

undergoing collisions with ice crystals in a temperature-controlled chamber. The 

chamber also contained a continually-replenished condensed Hquid water cloud with 

varying water content. The rotating target acquired a rime of these cloud particles 

as it swept through the chamber; this riming proved to be crucial for charge tran-

fer, since no transfer occurred in the absence of the cloud. The dependence of the 



amount of charge transfer on collision velocity was determined by varying the speed 

of rotation. 

The magnitude of charge exchanged in an interaction of a hailstone with a crystcd 

of size r has been modeled by a piecewise linear fit (Norville et al. 1991) to the 

data shown in figtire 3.2, along with the observed dependence of charge transfer on 

collision velocity (Keith and Saimders 1989): 

2.5 

dQ = 
Av 

G(r) (3.25) 

where Av is the difference in fall velocities of the two particles, VQ is a constant, 

300 cm/sec, and G(r) is a function that depends on the size of the smedler pcirticle: 

p . .  r 2 . 7 1 x l O - V - "  r < l l l / x  

where the anaoimt of charge transfer is given in femtoCoulombs (10~^® C), as shown 

in figure 3.2 (1 fC=6250 electron charges). The larger particle in any given coUision 

is assimied to acquire a negative charge, as observed for a system below the "reversal 

temperature" discussed in §2.4.2. 

It is interesting to compare the v^-^ dependence of the magnitude of charge transfer 

found by Keith and Saimders to the velocity dependence of the collision contact area 

found from Hertz contact theory (Timoshenko and Goodier 1970), which scales as 

vi.6 might expect that these values would have the same velocity dependence 

if the charge involved weis localized to the contact area, as discussed in §2.4.2. The 

fact that they do not may meaa that the charge trjinsferred is not locaUzed, or 

simply that the Hertz contact theory is inadequate to determine the contact area 

in ice particle collisions. 
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The total change in particle charge during a time dt is determined by its interactions 

with all other particle sizes in the system, along with charge acquired from collisions 

with free electrons or positive ions: 

§ ^  =  E  — ( 3 . 2 7 )  
fit j k 

where the sum 'j' is over particles in other bins, Tjj is the time for a particle in 

bin i to collide with a particle in bin j (r = (njO-ij)"^ where cri.j is the collision 

cross-section), and the siim 'k' is over free ions. 

3.4 Equations Governing Field Growth 

The time evolution of the electric field is determined by the charging current due 

to the movement of charged grains and the current due to free charge that acts to 

short out the field: 

dE=-47r(Jc+Jd)dt (3.28) 

Jc is the particle charging current 

Jc = ^ (3.29) 
g 

and Jd is the dissipative current due to free charge: 

Jd = o-E = y ̂ l^E (3.30) 
k nik 

where Tk is the time for an ion to collide with a typical molecule in the atmosphere. 

Taken together, equations (3.19 (or 3.25)—3.30) define the particle charge, ion 

densities and electric field at any point during the charging phase. 
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FigTJxe S.lsi; Conceptual picrure of tiie continuoiis bin technique. A bin with limits 
ri and r-? with mid-poim: to is shown. Particles are distributed linearly in this bin 
with slope kt and with a concentration (^/cm"^) of nr.o-

•5 "j '3 
radius (r) 

Figure 3.1b: The partitioning of growing particles in the continuous bin technique 
is shown. Particles within the shaded area are transferred to the next larger bin 
with limits r2 and rj. Both figures are from Young (1974). 
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Figure 3.2: Amovmt of charge fcransferred to a simulated hailstone target per col
lision vs. ice crystal size. Temperature is -25C and the Eqtiid water content ik 
1.3g/m^. Qosed drcles are from Jayaratne et al. (1983); open drcles are from 
Keith and Saunders (1989). The (negative) charge transferred to the larger particle 
is given in femtoCouIombs; lfC=62S0 electrons. Figure from Keith and Saunders 
(1989). 
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4 EARTH 

4.1 Background 

Lightning is familiax to most of the inhabitants of the Earth. At any given time 

there are about 1000 thunderstorms occuring over the Earth's surface, producing 

100 flashes per second. Lightning's destructive nature is evident from the fact that 

about 100 people axe killed every year by lightning strikes in the United States alone, 

and property damage and power outages accoimt aji annual loss of over 200 million 

doUars (Moran and Morgan. 1994). Not all of lightning's effects are destructive, 

though; it may have been the power soiurce for chemical reactions that led to the 

creation of the earliest form of life (Miller 1953). Lightning is an ignition soiurce 

for forest fires and plays an important role in determining the balance of plant 

and animal life in the world's forests (Umem 1987). Lightning is also an important 

producer of free nitrogen needed by plants (Lawrence et al. 1995). 

Lightning on Earth occurs as part of a global electrical circuit (figure 4.1), in which 

there is a current of 1000 ajnps continuously flowing from the Earth's surface to 

the conducting upper atmosphere (above 50 km, known as the "electrosphere"). 

There is a potential difference betweeen the surface and. the electrosphere of about 

300,000 V. This produces the so-called "fair-weather field" of about 100 V/m di

rected downward toward the Earth's siurface. The siu^ace charge lost to the fair-

weather current is replaced by the lowering of negative charge to ground diuing 

lightning discharges (most lightning is of this "negative" variety, in which the nega

tive charge is lowered to groimd; occasional thimderstorms, particularly those that 

occur in the wintertime, may lower positive charge (Beeisley 1985).) 

The total energy dissipated by lightning over the Earth's surface can be calculated 



by miiltiplying the flash rate of 100/sec by the typical bolt energy of 10® — 10^° J. 

This gives 10^^—10^^ Watts, a ntimber comparable to the electrical power consumed 

in the United States (although due to the diflB.culty of captiiring the energy there is 

Uttle hope of using Ughtning as an power sovu-ce!) 

In what follows we will first discuss some characteristics of terrestrial Ughtning, 

particularly of cloud-to-groimd strokes which are, as feir as we know, imique in the 

solax system. Then we will describe the application of the model described in §3 to 

Earth thimderstorms. This wiU give us some idea of the usefulness of the model for 

other places in the solar system. 

There are several two- eind three-dimensional models of terrestrial thimderstorms 

(Ziegler et al. 1991, Rawlins 1982, Helsdon eind Farley 1987) which include many 

more factors than this anedysis. Our pvirpose in modeUng terrestrial lightning is to 

test the model for a system for which we have some a priori knowledge of the actual 

physical conditions and timescales involved. 

4.2 Characteristics of Terrestrial Lightning 

In the Earth's atmosphere lightning discharges axe observed to occur at an electric 

field as low as 10 statV/cm (300,000 V/m), which is at least an order of magnitude 

less than the theoretical breakdown field from equation (2.1). There axe several 

possible reasons for this, including the increase in the atmospheric mean free path 

with height and the local enhancement of electric field due to point discharge from 

ice particles. 

Terrestrial lightning is generally one of two types: cloud-to-ground (the faxniliax 

forked lightning) or cloud-to-cloud (which may occur within a cloud or from one 



cloud to another). The ratio of these two types of lightning appears to depend on 

several factors including latitude (with more cloud-to-cloud discharges nearer the 

equator) and the stage of the storm (with more cloud-to-groimd flashes during the 

"active phase"). The average global ratio of cloud-to-cloud vs. cloud-to-ground 

lightning is about 3 to 1. The global flash rate of about 100/sec gives an average of 

6 flashes per square kilometer per year. This number varies widely over the surface 

of the globe, with very little lightning near the poles and relatively few flashes over 

the oceajis (Uman 1987). 

A typical cloud-to-ground flash is initiated by a "stepped leader" which descends 

from the cloud in a series of segments approximately 50 meters in length. Each 

step is followed by a pause, which may be the time when an invisible "pilot leader" 

is ionizing the channel beneath it. The ciurent carried by the stepped leader is 

100-1000 A. When the stepped leader nears the grotmd the electric field at pointed 

objects on the groimd (such as trees or buildings) may exceed the brealcdown limit. 

An upward-moving discharge propagates from the object and attaches to the leader 

channel. At this point the leader to connected to ground and the "return stroke", 

carrying a ciirrent of about 30,000 A, travels rapidly (j the speed of Hght) up 

the ionized leader path. Subsequent strokes may occur along the same channel, 

giving the typical flickering appearcince of a cloud-to-groimd flash. The total charge 

transferred may range from 1-100 Coulombs, with an average of perhaps 20-40 C 

(Uman 1987). 

The initial size of the hghtning channel is a few cm, and its temperature is about 

30,000K. The optical radiation we see from a lightning stroke represents only a small 

fraction (perhaps 1%) of the energy involved; most of the energy released goes into 

expansion and heating of the discharge channel. This leads to a rapidly-expanding 
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shock wave that propagates radially outward into the ambient atmosphere. The 

shock eventually weakens and becomes a sound wave that we identify as thimder. 

The second type of lightning is the cloud-to-cloud flash, which is the most common 

type of lightning on Earth and the only type that could occur on gas giant planets 

such as Jupiter or Neptune. Cloud-to-cloud flashes have been much less studied than 

cloud-to-ground flashes, probably because they do not have the same destructive 

consequences. This type of flash can occur either within a cloud, between the 

positive and negative charge centers, or from one cloud to another. Cloud-to-air 

flashes axe also possible. Timescales and amoimt of charge transferred appear to be 

similar to the cloud-to-groimd flashes. The initial breakdown in a cloud is observed 

to occur either by negative discharges moving upward from the lower, negative 

region of the cloud or by positive discharges moving downward (Uman 1987). 

There is evidence that intracloud flashes are inititiated at a slightly higher altitude 

than cloud-to-ground fleishes (Taylor 1983). Krehbiel (1986) has speculated that 

discharges initiated above the main negative region of a thimderstorm tend to be

come cloud-to-cloud flashes, while those initiated below the main negative region 

are discharged to the groimd. The observed fact that cloud-to-cloud flashes are 

several times more nimierous that the cloud-to-groimd vziriety may be the result 

of a stronger electric field above the main negative charge than below it (Krehbiel 

1986). Also, the lower atmospheric pressure found at higher altitudes decreases the 

value of the breakdown field required for discharge. 

4.3 Conditions for Lightning Discharge 

Although most ciurent research assumes that terrestrial Hghtning is powered by 



precipitation, this is not the only possibiHty. Lightning may be at least partially 

powered by convective motions (Vonnegut 1953, Wagner and Telford 1981; also see 

§2.5.1). It has been observed, however, that there is a correlation between hghtning 

and rainfall (Piepgrass et al. 1982), with about lO'^m^ of rain per lightning stroke. 

The gravitational energy available from this precipitation is about 10^® ergs or 10^^ 

Joules (for a descent from 10 km). The total energy in a lightning flash is around 

10® — 10^° J (Uman 1987). Therefore energy converstion efiBciencies of 1 — 10% may 

be necessary. 

There axe other requirements for precipitation-powered lightning besides the energy 

constraint. A total charge of > 10 Coulombs is typically neutralized in a lightning 

flash. This represents 6.25 x 10^® electrons over a voliune of approximately 10 cubic 

kilometers or 10^®cm^. With a water content of 3g/m^, the total amount of water 

available in this volimie is about 3 x 10^° g. If all this water were in particles of 

size 1 mm, then each particle woiild need to carry a charge of 8 x 10® electrons. 

Observations (Weinheimer et al. 1991) have shown that only a fraction (ranging 

from 5% at .5 mm to 50% at 3 mm) of precipitation-sized particles in an electrified 

cloud appears to be chaxged significantly (>1 — 3 picoCoulombs or about 10^ 

electron charges). This is probably because of the different histories of the particles 

in a highly turbulent environment with varying particle densities and water content. 

If 10% of particles were charged, almost 10® electrons would be required on each 

1-mm particle. The ratio of electric force (qE) to gravitational force (mg) at the 

breakdown field wotild then be about .13. A large particle charge could present a 

problem if the electric force on the particle exceeded the gravitational force. This 

could lead to electrostatic levitation, preventing particles from separating charge. 

The electrical force on precipitation particles, paxticularly the smaller particles, is 
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not insignificant near the breakdown field. It will be important to consider this in 

calculating the fall velocity of the particles. 

The eiFect of electrostatic levitation is even more important in the atmospheres 

of Jupiter and Neptxme (§5 eind 6) due to the location of their water clouds at a 

greater pressure thcin terrestrial clouds. The higher pressure means that a larger 

electric field is necessary for breakdown, which would increase the electric force on 

the particles. For example, in Jupiter's atmosphere at the 4 bar pressure level and 

a water content of 3g/m^ the ratio of electric force to gravitational force on a 1-mm 

particle at the breakdown field (2 x 10®V/m) would be .28. 

4.4 Particle Growth and Charging 

The growth of particles is governed by the coalescence equation discussed in section 

where the subscript i refers to the larger of the two pjirticles. 

Particle growth is cissumed to be due to a difference in fall velocities between smaller 

and larger particles, so that large particles overtake small ones and accrete them. 

The relative particle velocity is found from a balance between gravitational and 

frictional forces if the particles come from two different bins: 

3.2: 

A = = Eij7r(r? + r?)vrei,ij At 
Ui 

(3.13) 

2 2 mg = TIT PV (4.1) 

v = lOTOv^ (4.2) 

and Vrel.ij = V; - VJ. 
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E paxticles come from the same bin the relative velocity is assvimed to be half the 

difference between the velocities of the bin size limits: |(vrniax — Vrmin)-

Values of Ej j eire taken from Yoimg (1975). Sticking efficiency is assvmied to be unity 

during the growth phase. This is not justified for hard ice particles, but might be 

more realistic for fluffy aggregates. We might assimie at this stage that the smaller 

particles are actually supercooled water droplets with a high sticking coefficient. In 

any Ccise it will later be necessary to assume that the sticking coefficient is much less 

than imity in order to permit coUisional charge separation. In this simplified model 

in which the siirface conditions of the particles and their actual sticking efficiency 

is imknown, we will not be concerned with trying to czilctdate actual values for the 

sticking coefficient. 

Particle charging may be calculated with either an inductive or a non-inductive 

model. If an inductive model is used, the fedr-weather field of about 100 V/m can 

serve as a seed field for the inductive process. We have constructed inductive models 

using either equihbrium inductive charging or the more realistic Hertz contact model 

(section 3.3.1), and noninductive models as defined in section 3.3.2. 

The importance of the electric force on particle fall velocities has been discussed by 

Kamra (1970,1975,1991). Particle fall velocities are close to the terminal velocity 

given by equation (4.2) as long as the charges on the particles are small, so that 

the electric force is much less than the gravitational force. In general, however, 

we have foimd that this is not true; in the case of the Earth the electric force on 

small particles can be much greater than the gravitational force when the electric 

field is near breakdown. The fall velocities diiring the charging phase are therefore 
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determined as a fimction of time using the force-balance equation: 

m^ = mg — 7rr^/9gV^ + qE (4.3) 
dt 

The particle charges and the electric field then evolve according to the equations 

given in §3.3 and 3.4. 

4.5 Results 

Our simulation of terrestrial lightning uses a liqiiid water content of 3g/m^, typical 

for Earth thimderstorm conditions. Particles are grown from an iaitial size of 20/x 

to a maximimi size of 3 mm, which requires approximately 1000 sec. The particle 

nvimber density distribution is shown in figure 4.2a. Figure 4.2b compares this to 

a precipitation-sized distribution from Blanchaxd and Spencer (1970), taken from a 

high-intensity rainfzLll (20 cm/hour). A fit to their data gives: 

n(cm-'') = 10"^®^ (4.4) 

Although our model uses a simple method of calculating growth, and neglects par

ticle breakup and evaporation, the agreement for the large (precipitation-size) par

ticles is fairly good. The precipitation-sized particles are those we are mainly con

cerned with, since they carry most of the charge. More elaborate models of particle 

growth exist, but have also had limited success in reproducing observed distribu

tions (Hu and Srivastava 1995). The mass density distribution is shown in figure 

4.3. Most of the mass is in mm-sized or larger particles. 

Using an inductive charging method with realistic contact times (eq. 5.4) produces 

no significant charging, as discussed in §2.4.2. An eqmlibriiun inductive model 

produces the results shown in figtire 4.4 (electric field vs. time). The non-inductive 



model is also presented on this graph. The particle charges at breakdown axe shown 

in figure 4.5. It can be seen that most of the charge is located on the intermediate 

and large sized particles. Figure 4.6 shows the total amount of chcirge per cubic 

centimeter of atmosphere on each particle size. From these figures it czm. be seen 

that most of the charge is on the larger particles, with charge separation occuring 

between the intermediate-sized (100//-1 mm) positively-charged particles and the 

larger (1-3 mm) negatively-chcirged particles. 

In order to investigate the effect of varying the amoimt of water present, we have 

also modeled a total water mass of 1.5g/cm^ and 6g/cm^. A comparison of electric 

field growth for non-inductive charging for 1.5, 3, and 6 g/cm^ is shown in figure 

4.7. 

4.6 Discussion 

Particle growth timescales are foimd to range from 500 to 2000 seconds for various 

condensed water contents, and the timescale for the growth of the electric field to 

its breakdown value is foimd to be aroimd 1000 sec (17 minutes), ranging from 500 

to 2000 seconds for condensed water mass densities of 1.5g/m^ to 6g/m^. The total 

timescale for growth and charging at the lowest water content (4000 sec) thus seems 

too long to be typiceil of rapidly-developing thimderstorms. 

The largest particle charges predicted by the model are around 10® electrons (or 

aroimd 150 picoCoulombs) for particles that are 3 mm in radius. A typical 1-mm 

particle has a charge of a few picoCoulombs. The total charge separated per cubic 

km is about 6 Coulombs, and ranges from 4 C for a condensed water content of 

1.5g/m^ to 10 C for 6g/m^. 
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These values should be compared to what is known from actual terrestrial storms. 

Charge densities observed in terrestrial storms before the onset of lightning are 

typically 1-10 Coulombs per cubic km (Norville et al. 1991). The amoimt of 

charge transferred in a hghtning discharge is about 20 C. The timescale for the first 

lightning discharge from a developing cloud is typically 20-30 minutes. Cheirged 

ice particles are observed to have charges rzinging up to 300 picoCoulombs (2 x 10® 

electron charges), although the size of these particles is uncertain (Weinheimer et 

al. 1991). 

This simplified model, assuming non-inductive charging, is thus able to reproduce 

the growth of the Earth's fair weather electric field to its breakdown value with ap

propriate timescales and charge densities. Having tested the model under terrestrial 

conditions we now apply it to Jupiter and Nepttme, and finally to the protoplanetary 

nebula. 
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Figure 4.3: Mass density vs. raditis for standard size distribution, terrestrial model. 
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Figure 4.4; Elecxric field vs. time for terrestrial model, total mass 3g/m^. Both, 
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Figure 4.5: Particle charges (electron charges per particle) vs. radius for standard 
terrestrial model when the breakdown electric field is reached. 
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Figure 4.7; Electric field vs. time for terrestrial model. Three water abundances 
are shown: 1.5. 3, and 6 g/m^-
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5 JUPITER 

5.1 Background 

Optical radiation from lightning on Jupiter was detected in Voyager 1 images (Cook 

ei al. 1979, Smith ei al. 1979), and confirmed by observation of plasma wave 

"whistlers" created by the propagation of lightning-produced radiowaves along mag

netic field lines (Scaxf e.t al. 1979). An analysis of Voyager 2 images (Borucki 

and Magalhaes 1992) also showed bright spots due to lightning activity that were 

confined to two narrow latitude bands centered at 49 degrees and 13.5 degrees N 

latitude, and a single region near 60 degrees N latitude. They concluded that as 

there were no unusual cloud features associated with the activity, the depth of the 

Ughtning was below the visible ammonia clouds. 

Borucki and Williams (1986) analyzed Jovian images eind concluded that Ughtning 

was occurring in Jupiter's water cloud at the 3 or 4 bar pressure level. A theoretical 

model of Jupiter's cloud structure (WeidenschiUing and Lewis 1973), suggests that 

Jovian clouds axe segregated into a three-tiered structvure, with an ammonia cloud 

above the 1 bar level and clouds of NH4SH and H2O below, beginning at a base 

of 5 or 6 bars. However, only one cloud was detected in the descent path sampled 

by the Galileo probe in 1995. This cloud had a base of about 1.5 bars, and was 

tentatively identified as an ammonia-sulfur compoimd (Ragent tt al. 1996). 

Levin et al. (1983) have modeled charge transfer and separation with a combina

tion of inductive and non-inductive charging in the Joviein ammonia cloud. They 

conclude that lightning is unlikely in this cloud due to the low electrical conductiv

ity (compared to water) of the ammonia particles and their low abundance. This 



is in accordance with the conclusions of Borucki and Magalhaes (1992) based on 

observational data. Calculations of lightning in Jupiter's water clouds have been 

made by Yair ei al. (1995) and Gibbard et al. (1995), and indicate that, at least for 

global water abundances that are greater than the solar value, a precipitation-based 

charging mechanism can raise the electric field to its breakdown value at the 3-4 

bar pressure level. 

The scaleheight of Jupiter's atmosphere is 3-4 times that of the Earth, due to the 

lower mass of H2 relative to air (this effect is mitigated somewhat by Jupiter's 

higher gravity). From the discussion in §2.3 it is seen that the energy in a lightning 

discharge is proportional to the fourth power of the discharge length. If there is a 

relationship between discharge length and atmospheric scaleheight, as seems likely, 

then we would expect that the energy of a typical Jovian flash wotild be greater 

than that of a terrestrial flash, by perhaps a factor of 100 or so if scaleheight 

translates directly to flash length. This could be a possible explanation for Jovian 

"superbolts", which have energies up to 10^^ Joules, compared to a typical terrestrial 

flash energy of 10® — 10^° J. 

Jovian lightning may be important in determining aspects of Jupiter's atmospheric 

chemistry, including the abvmdances of CO, HCN, eind C2H2 (Podolak and Bar-Nim 

1988). Several reviews of planetary lightning (Russel 1993, Uman 1987, Williams 

et al. 1983, Levin et al. 1983) contain discussions of lightning on Jupiter and its 

relation to lightning on other planets in the solar system. 

5.2 The Breakdown Field 

The breakdown field observed at .3 to .5 bars in Earth's atmosphere is typically 
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300,000-450,000 V/m. The values used for the breakdown field on Jupiter axe scaled 

from the terrestrial values by the linear dependence of breaJcdown field on pressiure 

(§2.2), corrected for the lower breakdown field of H2 compared to air (Meek and 

Craggs 1953). This gives an approximate value of .5 x 10® V/m per bax of pressure 

so that, for example, the breakdown field at 4 bars would be 2 x 10® V/m. It should 

be stressed that these values are necessarily very approximate due to the uncertainty 

in our imderstanding of the mechanism of electrical breakdown, paxticulaxly in a 

dynamic and inhomogenous atmosphere. 

5.3 Moist Convection on Jupiter 

We assume that lightning is generated in association with moist convection, which 

refers to the role that condensation of (in this case) water plays in modifying the 

vertical motions associated with convective transport of heat through the atmo

sphere, especially as latent heat warms the gas when water condenses in a rising 

plvune. To simulate moist convection, we employ a simple one-dimensional model 

known in the literature as the "entraining plume", described in §3.1. In this model 

a buoyant column of hydrogen gas and condensing water draws in gas from the at

mosphere surroimding the column during the uplift. This model was first applied to 

Jupiter by Stoker (1986), and, although it makes a ntmiber of simplifications, pro

vides a convenient representation of the lightning-generating environment without 

an excessive ntunber of adjustable parameters. The model has been extended with 

more accurate computation of the condensate loading using a terrestrial convective 

formalism (Yanai et al. 1973) and corrected for Jovian conditions by comparison 

with axisymmetric models of moist convection (Yair et al. 1995a). The entraining-

plume model assimies that a source of uplift is available to reuse moist parcels to 
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their level of buoyancy, and then computes the upward velocity of the buoyant 

plume as a function of altitude. 

We choose 5 and 10 km diameter pltimes, just above the size range for which dry air 

entrainment inhibits vertical convection, and consistent with other size considera

tions discussed in IngersoU and Kanamoori (1995) and Yair et al. (1995). Although 

convective storm systems on Jupiter may have greater axeal extent, one-dimensional 

models cannot directly account for the structure of such systems, which are em en

semble of upward and downward moving plumes. Choosing a size sccde at the lower 

end of the plausible range indirectly accoimts for this complexity in the structure 

of moist convective clouds. 

We find, for a range of global backgroimd water abundances from 1 to several times 

solar, and relative humidities in the environment of 70% or less, that self-sustaining 

buoyant moist convection is initiated in the 4-6 bar region, even though the cloud 

base itself may be lower. PeaJs upward velocities in the plvune range from 20-100 

meters/sec, though the upper value is almost certainly excessively high, based on 

ajdsymmetric models (Yair et al. 1995). Peals velocities of several tens of meters 

per second, as cire achieved in our model for environmental relative humidities of 

less than 50%, appear reasonable. Peak condensate loads of several grams per cubic 

meter are predicted, also in agreement with the two-dimensional models (Yair et 

al. 1995). Buoyancy in these clouds is lost at around .5 bar. 

New results from the Galileo probe indicate that the backgroimd water abundance 

on Jupiter may be substantially less than solar (Niemann et al. 1996). Therefore 

an analysis of moist convection using the observed water abimdance of .2 solar 

was also made. This indicates peak upweUing velocities of 20-30 meters/sec and a 
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water cloud with a base at 3.8 bars, at a temperature of 250K. Buoyancy is lost 

at approximately the 1-bar level. The condensate load is much lower than in the 

4X-solar case, reaching a maximiun of < .Ig/m^. 

We also appUed our model to the ainmoniimi hydrosulfide cloud, for which vapor 

pressures of reactions between hydrogen siilfide and ammonia that form ammonitmi 

hydrostilfide condensates axe given in Weast (1967). Such clouds have their base 

around the 2-3 bar region, for sulfur and nitrogen abimdajices between 1 and 4 

times solar, but axe negatively or near-neutrally buoyant throughout their vertical 

extent. Although the model predicts velocities of up to 30 meters per second over 

restricted altitude regimes (because, imlike in the water cloud, the condensate load 

is very low), the neax neutral buoyaxicy suggests that, under real Jovian conditions, 

substantial vertical moist convection might not occur at eiU in these clouds. Thus, 

unlike the water clouds in the 6 to 1 bax region, the hydrosulfide clouds seem to be 

poor candidates for lightning. 

5.4 Particle Growth and Charging 

Even after the descent of the Galileo probe, the global water abimdaxice in Jupiter's 

troposphere (the atmospheric region of interest) is still imcertain. The water abun

dance in the region sampled by the probe was only .2 solar (Niemann et al. 1996); 

however, it appears that the probe may have entered an anomalously dry region in 

the atmosphere. 

As discussed by IngersoU and Kanamoori (1995), Eaxth-based spectroscopic data 

suggest a strong depletion of water relative to its solar abtmdance, while analysis of 

Voyager data indicates values exceeding solar abimdance (0.13% by number relative 
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to the primary constituent, molecular hydrogen). Other estimates from the inferred 

mass distribution of Jupiter have suggested water-abimdcince values of 2-5 times 

solar and up to 10 times solar from Shoemaker-Levy data (Ingersoll and Kanamoori 

One possible resolution of these disparate indications might lie in a heterogeneous 

distribution of water associated with convective storms (Lunine and Hunten 1987). 

Our model of Jovian thimderstorm electrification does not assume that the con

densed water abtmdance in the Hghtning-producing region must be the same as 

the global water abimdance. Therefore we are able to test the sensitivity of the 

lightning model to variations in the emioimt of condensed water. Our model also 

incorporates the levitation of particles due to the electrostatic force, which plays an 

important role in determining the charging timescaJe at higher pressiires. 

The model eissumes non-inductive coUisional charging of ice particles, as observed in 

laboratory experiments (Keith and Savinders 1989, Caranti et al. 1985, Norville et 

al. 1991), and described in §3.2, followed by gravitational separation of oppositely-

charged large and small particles due to their differential fall velocities. 

Particles are grown from an initial size of 10/i. The maximum particle size contribut

ing to Kghtning can be determined by comparing the sedimentation (fail) time in 

the atmosphere to the time required to reach the breakdown electric field. The 

terminal particle velocity can be roughly determined by a balance between gravity 

and the atmospheric drag force: 

1995). 

mpg = Tra^ngmgV^ (5.1) 

This gives a terminal velocity of 

Vt = 2000\/a (5.2) 



(at the 4 bar pressure level) where a is the particle radius. The sedimentation 

time is defined as the time required to fall an atmospheric scaleheight at the ter

minal velocity. Jupiter's scaleheight at OC is approximately (kT/mg) ~ 40km. The 

sedimentation time is therefore 

H 2000 
r  =  — =  — ^  ( 5 . 3 )  

vt >/a 

So that a particle of size 1 cm would fall in approximately 2000 sec. Fall times for 

various particle sizes at different pressure levels are shown in Table 5.1. Since we 

do not know from observations what timescale is required for a lightning discharge 

on Jupiter, we have modeled three size distributions: the "standard" distribution 

involves a maximum size similar to that used for the terrestricd model (§4). The 

largest particles are approximately 3 mm in radius. The "large" distribution has 

particles up to a size of 1.5 cm. The "smciU" distribution has a maximimi radius 

of .5 mm. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the "standard" distribution which is used for 

most of the caJcvdations that follow (the reason for this is discussed in §5.5). The 

alternate distributions are shown in figure 5.4. 

Water cloud models with a baseline water abundance of 4X solar were calculated for 

5, 4, 3, £m.d 2 bars. Deeper than about five bars the temperature should be above 

the freezing point of water. In the absence of an ice phase, charge separation is 

inefficient (observations show that terrestrial hghtning is only very rarely generated 

in entirely Uquid clouds (Takahashi 1975)). Thus a significant amount of Jovian 

hghtning at pressures above 5 bars is unlikely. At pressvires below 2.7 bars the 

temperatmre falls below -45C, and charge separation is inhibited by the lack of a 

liquid phase and by the low electrical conductivity of the cold ice particles (Gross 

1982). Also, the water abundance is low at such high altitudes. 



Calctilations using a water abvindance of .2 solar, as suggested by the Galileo probe 

data, were also performed at pressure levels of 3.5 and 2.5 bars. It was assvimed that 

charge transfer can occur as found in experiments involving ice crystal interactions 

with riming hailstones (Keith and Saimders 1989), although in this case there is 

no liquid phase in the cloud. This assimiption is made to give the most favorable 

conditions for the production of Hghtning. 

5.5 Results 

Resvdts for the electric field vs. time at various pressure levels are shown in figures 

5.3(a-d). The backgroimd water abtmdance, outside of the storms, is talcen to 

be four times the solar value. The moist convective model yields values for the 

condensed water abundance in the cloud of 1 to several g/m^. Although the actual 

condensed water abimdance is sensitive to various microphysical parameters that 

are hard to characterize for Jupiter (presence and properties of condensation nuclei, 

details of updraft and downdraft geometries, etc.), we adopted a baseline condensed 

water profile of Ig/m^ at 2 bars pressure level, 2g/m^ at 3 bars and 3g/m^ for 4-5 

bars. These values are consistent with more complex axisymmetric models (Yair et 

al. 1995a). The figures show results at each pressure level for the baseline water 

abimdance as well as half and twice this amoimt of condensed water. 

For a water abundance that is 4 times solar, the electric field strength needed to 

produce Ughtning can be achieved in about 4000 seconds at the 2 bar level, 3300 

seconds at the 3 or 4 bar level, and 4600 seconds at the 5 bar level. Electrostatic 

levitation is starting to become an important effect at the higher brealcdown field 

values associated with higher pressures. This effect causes oppositely-charged small 

and large particles to move together at a common velocity, thus inhibiting large-scale 



chaxge separation. At twice the baseline water abundance charging is considerably 

more rapid. At haif the baseline abundance the charging is so slow that particles 

fziU a large fraction of an atmospheric scaleheight (~ 40 km) before breaitdown 

is achieved (compare the timescales of 6500-9000 seconds to the fall timescales in 

Table 7.1). In this latter case lightning is inhibited because particles rain out before 

sufficient charge is separated. 

Figrire 5.5 shows the result at the 4-bar pressure level of models using the larger 

or smaller size distribution shown in figure 5.4. The smaller size distribution is 

strongly aifected by electrostatic levitation; larger particles (above 500//) seem to 

be necessary to produce a lightning discharge. The larger size distribution reaches 

the breaJcdown field at approximately the same time as the standard distribution: 

however, this calculation does not taJce into account the loss of particles to sedi

mentation discussed in §5.4. For the example shown at the 4 bar pressure level 

using the standard water abundance, particles greater than about 3 mm are lost to 

the system as they fall to a level where evaporation occurs. For half the standard 

water abundance particles greater thcin 600// are lost; therefore it seems unlikely 

that lightning can occiir under these circumstances. 

Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained using a .2-solar background water abimdance. 

The condensed water content is 5 x 10~^g/m^ at 3.5 bars, and 8.6 x 10~^g/m^ at 

2.5 bars. For comparison, the 4X-solar calculation at 3 bars is also shown. It can 

be seen that over timescales that are longer than the fall velocities of precipitation-

sized particles (15,000 seconds), the electric field grows to only a small fraction of 

its breakdown value. We therefore conclude that lightning cannot occur under these 

circiimstances; for lightning to occur in a Jovian water cloud there must be a higher 

local water abundcince than the value found by the Galileo probe. 
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5.6 Discussion 

The December 1995 descent of the Galileo probe into Jupiter's atmosphere provided 

the first direct sampling of Jupiter's cloud structiire. The probe appears to have 

entered the atmosphere on the edge of a 5/i "hot spot", which has less cloud cover 

and drier conditions that 99% of the rest of the planet (Orton et al. 1996). This is 

probably an area of subsidence, as are most clear regions of Earth. 

The water abimdance detected was only 20% of the solar value (Niemann et al. 

1996), and no water cloud was detected (Ragent et al. 1996). Niemann et al. 

conclude that although the detected water abtmdance may be somewhat lower than 

the global average, the difference is not Ukely to be significant. On the other hand, 

Lunine and Htmten (1987) have suggested that the water cloud formation process 

on Jupiter is limited to small area! regions of the disk, perhaps 1%, and that dry 

air fills the intervening regions. 

We have concluded that a local water abundance equal to or greater than the solar 

value is necessary for the generation of lightning in Jupiter's water cloud. The region 

sampled by the Galileo probe was both a region of low water abimdance and no 

Ughtning activity (Lcinzerotti et al. 1996), which is consistent with this view. The 

detection of distant lightning by the probe indicates that more favorable conditions 

for Ughtning generation existed at other locations on the planet at the time of 

the probe descent. Analysis of visible lightning on Jupiter during the Voyager 2 

encoimter also indicated that lightning was Umited in area to a small region of the 

planet. It seems likely, then, that Jovian lightning is a localized phenomenon, quite 

possibly associated with regions of high water abimdance. This suggests that the 

abundance of .2 solar detected by the probe does not represent a value characteristic 
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of all regions of the planet. 



Table 3.1 
Jupiter Particle Fall Times (sec) 

size (cm) 2 bars 3 bars 4 bars 5 bars 

1.5 1150 1420 1630 1820 
I.O 1410 1740 2000 2230 
-7 1690 2080 2390 2670 
.5 2000 2460 2830 3160 
.3 2580 3170 3650 4080 
.1 4470 5500 6330 7070 
.05 6320 7780 8950 10000 
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Figure 3.1: Number density vs. radius for Jupiter water cloud. Pressure=4 bars, 
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Figure 5.2: Mass density vs. radius for Jupiter water cloud- Pressure=4 bars, total 
condensed water content 3g/m.'. 
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Figure 5.3a: Electric field vs. time for Jupiter water cloud. Pressure=2 bars, total 
condensed 'water content .5, 1, and 2 g/m^. 
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Figure 3.3b: Electric field vs. time for Jupiter water cloud. Pre3sure=3 bairs, total 
condensed water content 1,2 and 4 g/m^. 
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Figure o.3c: Electric field vs. time for Jupiter water cloud. Pressure=4 bars, total 
condensed water content 1.5, 3 and 6 g/m^ 
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Figure 5.3d; Electric field vs. time for Jupiter water cloud. Pressure=5 bars, total 
condensed water content 1.5, 3 and 6 g/m^ 
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Figure 5.6: Electric field vs. time for Jupiter water cloud at a water abundance of 
.2X solax. Total condensed water content is .053g/m^ at 3.5 bars and .086g/m^ at 
2.5 bzirs. 4X solar abundance case at 3 bars is shown for comparison. 
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6 NEPTUNE 

6.1 Background 

Neptune has been visited by only one spacecraft, Voyager 2 in 1989. The spacecraft 

made observations at both optical and radio wavelengths that were analysed for 

evidence of lightning. While no optical lightning weis fotmd (Borucki and Phan 

1992), four possible lightning-generated radio emissions were detected by the radio 

astronomy receiver, and 16 whistler-Uke events were foimd by the plasma wave 

instrument at closest approach (Gumett et al. 1990). 

Borucki (1989) predicted that approximately 60 events should be recorded by the 

Voyager imager on the nightside of Neptime. This prediction was based on the 

assimiption that the lightning energy dissipation rate is a constant fraction of the 

dissipation rate of convective energy. The nvunber used by Borucki for this fraction 

was 4 X 10""®, bcised on an estimate of the lightning dissipation rate on Jupiter 

(Borucki et al. 1982). The corresponding terrestrial nvunber is lower, only 4 x 10"' 

(Borucki and Chameides 1984). The non-detection of optical lightning on Neptune 

could be the resiilt of lightning occurring deep in the atmosphere, so that optical 

radiation was scattered or absorbed before reaching Voyager's CEimeras (Russell 

1993). However, it still appears from radio data that lightning on Neptune is less 

intense than has been predicted. 

The detection of whistlers at Neptime provides the best evidence for the occurrence 

of lightning. Voyager 2 came quite close to the planet (1.2 Rn), and whistlers were 

detected within 2Rn. Such close approaches were not made at Satum and Uranus, 

which might account for the lack of whistlers detected at those planets despite 



evidence for electrostatic discharges (SED's and UED's). Neptune whistlers show 

an unusually long dispersion (late arrival of low frequencies), which was interpreted 

by Gumett et al. (1990) as evidence for multiple bounces from one hemisphere 

to the other. However, Menietti et al. (1991) modeled whistler ray paths and 

concluded that the long travel times were due to the large cold plasma population 

at Neptime which leads to propagation near the resonance cone angle for a large 

part of the ray path. 

6.2 Cloud Structure 

The cloud structure of Neptune has been modeled by de Pater et al. (1991), as

suming equihbrivun thermodynamics. Thus, material is assumed to condense when 

its vapor pressure exceeds the saturation pressure over its solid or liquid phase. 

Abimdances axe based on the best fit to Neptime's microwave spectrum. Results 

from their cloud model are shown in figure 6.1. The lowermost cloud is H2O, which 

reaches the freezing point at approximately 50 bars. It is beUeved that NH4SH has 

a stable field somewhat above this, beginning at about 40 bars. H2O and NH4SH 

have a significant mass density up to about 20 bars. Above this is a cloud of H2S, 

which is assumed by de Pater et al. to be present at 30 times solar abimdcince to 

match the microwave spectrum. It seems likely that there is also soHd NH3 present, 

but at a much smaller abtmdance since much of the nitrogen is lost to the NH4SH 

cloud below. 

The detection of HCN and CO in Jupiter's atmosphere (Marten et al. 1993) indi

cates that Neptune's low abxmdance of NH3 may be due to nitrogen being in the 

form of N2. If this is true, the NH4SH cloud would be less massive them predicted 

by simple thermochemical arguments (Baines et al. 1995). It should be noted that 



H2S has never been detected in the atmosphere of Nepttme, and there is at least 

the possibility that Neptime has little NH3 and H2S and no NH4SH (Gautier et al. 

1995). However, a lack of H2S is difficult to reconcile with the thick clouds deduced 

by Haxnmel et al. (1989) and Baines and Smith (1990). 

Neptime's water clouds may be a good candidate for charge separation because 

they pass through the freezing point of water. It is believed that efficient charge 

separation reqvures a soUd phase of water and some authors beUeve that the presence 

of a liquid phase is necessary as well (Keith and Savmders 1989, BEiker et al. 1987). If 

lightning originates in Neptvme's water clouds, this might account for a detection at 

radio frequencies but no visible lightning seen. Therefore we have modeled charge 

production and separation in Neptune's water clouds using the model described 

previously. 

It is not known if NH4SH can undergo collisional charge excheinge. Although NH4SH 

has no liquid phase in the cloud, the bottom of the cloud has a temperature not far 

below its its freezing temperature of 261K. We have also modeled charge production 

in this cloud with the assumption that charge exchange can occur as in water ice. 

Neptune's H2S and NH3 cloud is another possibility for the source of lightning 

discharges. H2S is actually a rather poor candidate for charge separation, since it is 

non-polar and has a dielectric constant of only ~ 9 at its freezing point (187K), as 

opposed to ~ 80 for H2O. The conductivity of liquid H2S is also several orders of 

magnitude lower than that of H2O at the same temperature (Gregory et al. 1980). 

The cloud does not pass through the freezing point of either H2S or NH3 (195 K), 

but of the two NH3 seems a more likely 

candidate for charge separation. Its dielectric constant at its freezing temperature 
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is 25. However, the abiindance of NH3 appears to be very low (figure 6.1) compeixed 

to the amount of H2S in the cloud. 

6.2 The Breakdown Field 

The value of the breaJcdown field on Neptiine can be calculated by scaling from 

the terrestrial value in a way similar to that used for Jupiter (§5.2). The linear 

scaling of brealcdown field with pressure (§2.2), coupled with the lower value of the 

breakdown field for H2 compared to air (Meek and Craggs 1953, also see (§2.2)) 

leads to a breakdown field of approximately .5 x 10® V/m per bar of pressure. For 

the water cloud at 50 bars this gives a breakdown field of 2.5 x 10^ V/m, for the 

H2S — NH3 cloud at 4 bars 2 x 10® V/m, and for the NH4SH cloud at 40 bars 2 x 10' 

V/m. 

6.3 Particle Growth and Charging 

Particles growth and charging calculations follow the method described in §3.2. The 

initial particle size is talcen to be lO/x; the results of the model are not sensitive to 

the initial size since these small particles carry very little of the charge and their 

number density is low (figiures 6.2, 6.5) The maximum particle size that contributes 

to lightning can be estimated by calculating the fall time for particles in Neptime's 

various clouds. This fzdl time is: 

where H is the atmospheric scaleheight and Vt is the terminal fall velocity. The 

atmospheric scaleheight at OC is: 

H 
TfaU = — 

Vt 
(6.1) 

(6.2) 
mg 
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which is approximately 75 km at the 40 bar presstire level, assuming a primarily H2 

atmosphere with a helium mass fraction of .32 (Conrath et al. 1991). The terminal 

velocity is foimd from a balance between gravitational and frictional forces: 

Tra^Pgvf = mg (6.3) 

Fall times for particles in Neptime's clouds at various pressure levels and particle 

sizes are shown in Table 6.1. Due to the depth of Neptime's clouds and the large 

atmospheric scaleheight, these timescales axe considerably longer than fall times for 

particles in the atmospheres of Eairth or Jupiter (Table 5.1). 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the number and mass densities calculated for each particle 

size in the H2S-NH3 cloud at the 4 and 7-bax presure levels. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 

show these values for the water cloud at a depth of 50 bars, and the NH4SH cloud 

at 40 bars. 

Particle charging due to collisions weis calcidated according to the experimentzd 

results of Keith and Saunders (1989) for water ice, as described in §3.3. For the 

H2S-NH3 cloud calculations were also made using a smaller amovmt of charge trans

fer, since the actual collisional charge treinsfer to be expected for these particles is 

tmknown. Time constraints prohibited a similar analysis of sensitivity to the magni

tude of charging for the NH4SH cloud; coUisional charging in this cloud was assimaed 

to occur as for water ice. 

6.5 Results 

H2S-NH3 c loud .  Calciilations were made at 7 bars (the base of the cloud) and 

at 4 bars. With the assimiption that the magnitude of charging is the same as 
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for water ice, it was found that the breakdown field covild be reached at the 4 

bax pressvire level on a timescale of 3 x 10^ sec (figure 6.4), which is indeed less 

than the fall time for particle of size 3 mm, the maximimi particle size used in this 

calctdation. Therefore a model vnth a lower amoimt of coUisional charging, 10 times 

less than that observed for water ice, was also tried. This model failed to produce 

a significant increase in the electric field. It therefore appears that reaching the 

breaicdown field at this pressure level requires an amount of coUisional charging 

close to that observed for water ice. 

At a pressure level of 7 bars the time required to reach the brealcdown field is 

considerably shorter than at 4 bars, because of the larger mass density in soKd 

particles (figure 6.1). Since the breakdown field was reached within a relatively 

short time, models were also calculated with decreased coUisional charge transfer. 

Figure 6.5 shows results for the "standard" charging (as for water ice) and for 

charging a factor of 10 and a factor of 100 times less than the values given in 

equation 3.26 and shown in figure 3.2. A model was also calculated for cheirging a 

factor of 1000 less than water ice, but this failed to produce a significant increase in 

the electric field. It appears that at this pressure level reaching electrical breeikdown 

is possible with coUisional charging only 1% of that observed for water ice. 

NH4SH c loud .  The cloud model of dePater et al. predicts a massive cloud of 

ammonium hydrostilfide at a pressure level of approximately 40 bars. The mass 

density in this cloud is predicted to be as high as lOOg/m^ (Figure 6.1). With 

charge exchange assimied to be the same as for water ice, the electric field reached 

a maodmum value of 10^ V/m, about half the brealcdown value (figure 6.8), before 

leveUng off. This effect is due to electrostatic levitation, which prevents the electric 
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field from reaching breakdown by causing small and large particles to move together 

at a consteint velocity. 

In order to illustrate the effects of electrostatic levitation, we have also calculated a 

model in which particle fall velocities are assumed to be constant, unaffected by the 

electric force. As figure 6.8 shows, in this case the breakdown field is easily reached, 

on a timescale much less than the fall times of the particles (table 6.1). This shows 

that a large breakdown field is a barrier to lightning production not only because 

of the long timescale needed to reach breeikdown, but also because of the effects of 

the electric restoring force on the particles carrying the charge. 

It seems unlikely that lightning can occur in Nepttme's NH4SH cloud, even if it has 

a mass density as high as lOOg/m^, the maximum value predicted by dePater et 

al.. This is no data on coUisional charge transfer in NH4SH particles, but it seems 

unlikely that they can transfer charge as efficiently as is assimaed in this calculation. 

Water cloud. Water cloud calciilations were made at the 50 bar pressiire level, at 

a mass density of 25g/m^. Results are shown in figure 6.9. The electric field rises 

quickly to a value of only 10® V/m, far below the breakdown field of 2.5 x 10' V/m. 

The effect of electrostatic levitation is even more important in this cloud than in the 

NH4SH cloud, because the mass density is lower and more charge must be carried 

on each particle. 

6.6 Discussion 

We have analyzed the possibility of lightning generation in three cloud layers be

lieved to exist on Neptime: the H2S-NH3 cloud, the NH4SH cloud and the water 



cloud. The last two clouds, being located at relatively high pressure levels, require 

a large electric field to achieve breakdown. We have found that it is unlikely for 

the breakdown field to be reached in these clouds due to the effect of electrostatic 

levitation, in which oppositely-charged small and large particles fall at a common 

velocity due to the electric force between them. For the H2S-NH3 cloud, lightning 

appears possible at the mass densities given by dePater ei ai (1991), but only if 

collisional charge transfer is siifficiently large. 

This result suggests it wovdd be useful to have experimental data on the collisional 

charging of giant planet cloud constituents such as H2S, NH3, and NH4SH. Exper

iments such as those performed by Keith and Saunders (1989) for water ice could 

determine, for example, whether H2S, or a mixtxire of H2S and NH3, is able to 

transfer chcirge at a level approaching 1% of the values for water ice. This is the 

level of charging that we have found to be necessary to reach the breakdown field 

in Neptime's H2S-NH3 cloud layer. 

More data on the cloud structure of Neptune, for example by the use of an at

mospheric probe such eis the Galileo probe into Jupiter's atmosphere, would edlow 

a calculation using more accurate mass densities for Neptime's cloud constituents 

than the approximate values used here. A calculation of the minimum depth of light

ning (similar to the one performed for Jupiter by Borucki and Williams (1986)), 

based on the lack of visible detection of lightning discharges, would also be useful 

in constraining the location of lightning in Neptune's clouds. 



Table 6.1 
Neptune Particle Fall Times (sec) 

P (bars) Hfkn) r=l mm 3 mm 1 cm 3 cm 

4 38 2.7 X 10= 1.5 X 10= 8.4 X lO-* 4.8 X 10-^ 

7 46 3.7 X 10= 2.1 X 10= 1.1 X 10= 6.7 X lO'' 

20 65 1.2 X 10® 7.1 X 10= 3.9 X 10= 2.2 X 10= 

40 77 1.5 X 10« 8.5 X 10^ 4.7 X 10= 2.7 X 10= 

50 84 1.7 X 10® 1.0 X 10® 5.5 X 10= 3.1 X 10= 
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Fig. 6.1: Locations and maximum mass densities of cloud layers on Neptune. The 
following abtmdeinces relative to solar axe assumed: 1 X NE3, 30 X H2S, 1 and 30 X 
H2O tor upper and lower dashed curves respectively. From de Pacer &t d. 1991. 
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Figure 6.2: Jfumber densities vs. particle radius for Neptune's H2S-iN~H3 cloud. 
Values for tiie 4 and T-bar pressTire levels axe shown. 
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Figure 6.3: Mass densities vs. particle radius for ITeptune's H2S-NH3 cloud. Total 
mass densities are 1.5g/in^ at 4 bars and 25g/in' at 7 bars. Values for tiie 4 and 
7-bar pressure levels are shown. 
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Figure 6.4: Electric field vs. time in Neptune's cloud at the 4 bar pressnre 
leveL 
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Figure 6.5: Electric field vs. time in. Neptune's cloud at the 7 bar pressure 
leveL Three different collisional charging models are shown. The "standard" model 
assumes charging as for water ice (Keith, and Saunders 1989): the other models have 
the magnitude of charging reduced by factors of 10 and ICQ. 
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Figure 6.6: Nimber densities vs. paxticle radius for Neptune's water and NH4SH 
clouds. Values for water are siiown at 50 bars; NH4SH values are for the 40 bar 
pressure level. 
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Figure 6.7: Mass densities vs. particle radius for Neptune's water and NH4SH 
clouds. Values for water are shown at 50 bars; NH4SH values are for the 40 bar 
pressure level. Total mass densities are: for the water cloud 25g/m^, and for the 
NH4SH cloud lOOg/m^. 
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Figure 6.8: Electric field vs. time for the NH4SH cloud at 40 bars. The curve 
labled "no electric force on particles" is calculated with the particle velocities held 
constant, independent of the electric force. 
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Figure 6.9: Electric field vs. time for the H2O cloud at 50 bars. The breakdown 
field (not shown) is at 2 x 10^ V/m. 
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7 THE PROTOPLANETARY NEBULA 

7.1 Background 

One of the diflaciilties in understanding the processes that led to the formation of 

our planetary system some 4.5 billion years ago hes in the lack of intact physical 

evidence from that time. Most solar system material available for us to examine has 

been processed in some way (e.g. by incorporation into a planet.) We do, however, 

have access to a few primitive meteorites, which axe believed to be more or less 

unaltered samples of early soleir system material. 

Primitive meteorites show startling evidence for transient high-energy phenomena in 

the early solar system, before the formation of planetary bodies. Certain meteorites 

(carbonaceous chondrites) contain high concentrations of chondniles (millimeter-

sized beads of glassy silicate) in a matrix of essentially improcessed fine-grained 

material. The chondrules were apparently melted in the ecirly nebula by an tmknown 

process, then incorporated along with imheated dust into larger bodies. 

Understanding the origin of carbonaceous chondrites is important in advajicing our 

knowledge of the early solar system. These objects have a condensible heavy element 

composition closer to the Stm than ajiy other class of meteorite. They are used to 

define the age of the solar system, 4.56 billion years, with a spread of only ~ 10^ 

years in time of solidification of the parent bodies of chondritic meteorites (Tilton 

1988). They consist of a matrix of fine-grained (10/i) volatile-rich dust that has 

apparently never been heated above 600 K (Taylor ei al. 1983), along with calciimi-

aluminimi-rich inclusions (CAFs) and chondniles. The different thermal histories 

of these components malces it obvious that the early solar system environment was 
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a complicated function of both time and space. 

There are two basic constraints on the formation of chondniles—an energy con

straint and a time constrciint. The energy constraint comes from the requirement 

that there be enough heating to raise chondrule temperatvires by > lOOOK, and 

to melt them. Levy (1988) has estimated that the minimum reqtiired energy is 

~ 5 X 10^° erg/g, or 5 x lO^'* ergs for a total chondrule mass of 10^"^ grains (roughly 

the mass of the present asteroid belt.) This number is a low estimate, and can be 

mtdtiplied by ein arbitrary "efficiency factor". 

The time constraint cirises from evidence that chondniles were melted and cooled 

rapidly, on timescales as short as minutes to hours (Grossman 1988). This indicates 

that they were formed in transitory events such as high-velocity impacts (Kieffer 

1976), magnetic flares (Levy and Araki 1989), shock drag heating (Wood 1984, 

Ruzmaikina and Ip 1994, Hood and Horanyi 1991, 1993) or lightning (Whipple 

1966, Caimeron 1966, Love et al. 1995). Of the suggested mechanisms, none has 

been shown to meet all the necessary criteria for chondrule fonnation. Impact origin 

is unlikely, since the high impact velocities (several km/sec) required to form silicate 

liquid are unlikely in collisions between small nebular bodies; there is also doubt 

about the efficiency of this process is producing chondnile-like objects (Taylor et 

al. 1983). The magnetic flare mechanism has difficulty accounting for the high 

abundance of chondniles (Levy and Araki 1989). 

Nebular lightning has been mentioned as a possibility by several authors (Whipple 

1966, Czimeron 1966, Fujii and Miyamoto 1983, Levy 1988, MorfiU et al. 1993), 

and detailed calculations have been made of the melting of chondrule precursors 

in a nebular hghtning discharge (Horanyi et al. 1995). Love et al. (1995) have 
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presented a simple model of electrification and chondrule processing in nebtilar 

electrical discharges, concluding that terrestrial-like Ughtning could have occurred 

but would not have been energetic enough to melt chondrule precursors. 

7.2 Energetics 

The ultimate energy source for nebular processes is gravitational energy. Each 

particle loses energy both in falling to the disk midplane from some height z and 

by falling inward toward the protosim from some radial distance r. If we consider 

gravitational settUng of silicate rock in the vertical direction, the energy per imit 

mass acquired diiring settling is: 

GMz2 
Egrav — (^-l) 

where gz, the vertical gravity, has been estimated as GMz/R^ for R >> z. For 

M = IM© and R = 3 x lO^^cm, Egrav = 5 x 10^^ erg/g for descent from 1 AU, or 

2 X 10^° erg/g for descent from a disk scaleheight H = 2 x 10^^ cm. 

Thus the available gravitational settling energy is somewhere between 10 — 100% 

of that needed to convert the settling siUcate rock to chondrules. Of course, this 

process is not 100% efficient, ajid so the actual available energy is probably not 

more than 10% of what is required to melt all the settling rock. 

Given these limitations, if gravitational setthng is to provide the energy for chon

drule formation, then either: 

1) Only a small fraction of the material is converted to chondrules, or 

2) The condensable material passes through several precipitation cycles, being re

peatedly lofted to high altitude and converting a fraction of the material to chon-
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drules during each cycle. 

Although we cannot rule out the first possibility, the high concentration of chon-

drules in some meteorites meikes it unlikely that only a small amoimt of materiai 

was processed to chondrules, imless some mechanism acts to segregate them from 

other solar system material. Since no such mechanism is currently imderstood, we 

proceed to examine the possibility of precipitation cycles. 

The most Ukely place for repeated precipitation cycles to occur is at a condensation 

bovmdary, where materiai can be repeatedly lofted, condensed, then rain out to 

begin the cycle again. The condensation boundary for water is believed to have been 

at a few AU, near the source region for meteorites; moreover, water was the most 

abimdant condensable species foimd in the nebtda. Thus the repeated condensation 

and evaporation of water is probably the most likely source of precipitation-induced 

lightning in the nebula, just as it is on Eeirth (VoUand 1984). In examining the 

question of whether precipitation-induced Ughtning occurred in the nebula, we can 

be guided by knowledge gained from the study of terrestrial Ughtning. The Earth 

also serves as a usefvd "testing ground"—a model proposing to test whether Ughtning 

could have occurred in the protoplanetaxy nebula should be able to predict the 

existence of Ughtning on Earth, given appropriate consideration of the differening 

conditions. 

In going from a model of Ughtning under terrestrial conditions to one for the proto

planetaxy nebula there are several important differences that must be considered. 

These include: 1) Scale. The scaleheight of the Earth's atmosphere is about 10 km, 

while the nebular scaleheight is about 10 million km. The timescaie for nebular 

processes (i.e. convective overturn) is on the order of years rather thaji minutes to 
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hours. 2) Density. The gas density of the nebula is again about 6 orders of magni

tude lower than that of Earth. This means that collisions are infrequent, and the 

drag on falling particles is much lower. At this low pressure water does not have a 

liquid phase; it goes from gas to solid at about 170K. 3) Conductivity. The conduc

tivity of the protoplanetary nebula is not well known; imlike the conductivity of the 

Earth's atmosphere it cannot be directly measured. Since the free charge is likely 

to be determined by loss to grain surfaces (Consolmagno and Jokipii 1978), it is im

portant to calculate the conductivity in a self-consistent fashion as the particle size 

distribution changes. 4) Charge transfer. Since the mechcinism for particle-particle 

charge transfer is not completely understood for Earth thunderstorms, we certainly 

cannot be sure which mechanism might be operating in the nebiila. However, we 

can identify differences between the Earth and the nebula in parameters that may 

be important in determining the sign and amount of charge transfer. These in

clude: a lack of liquid water, slower fall velocities, lower temperatures, and perhaps 

a difference in particle morphology. 

7.3 The Brezikdown Field 

With a mean free path of about 30 cm in the nebula, the simple equation used to 

determine the brealcdown criterion (eq 2.1) gives a value for the breakdown field 

of 100 V/m. Since equation 2.1 predicts, within a factor of a few, the value of 

the breakdown field observed in the laboratory, we have adopted it as an estimate 

for the breakdown field in the protoplanetary nebula as well. As will be seen, the 

exact value of this number is not crucial in determining whether or not lightning 

can occur in this environment. 
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7.4 Two-Particle-Size Model 

Before beginning to analyze the probability of lightning in the protoplanetary neb

ula according to the model presented in ^3, it is worthwhile to begin with a simpler 

model that allows a greater imderstanding of the physics involved in the problem. 

Two-paxticle-size models assume that all the mass is in particles that axe either 

"large" or "smaU". Analysis of this simplified problem can be done either nimieri-

cally or analytically; results from both approaches axe presented here. These models 

will also be applied to the Earth as a check on their predictive ability. 

7.4.1 Numerical Model 

To quajitify the process leading to a lightning discharge, we will first anedyze a simple 

one-dimensional nimierical model. For purposes of illustration, we will take the size 

of the pcirticles to be 1mm cind 100/i, although a variety of other particle sizes 

were modeled. These particles will be assumed to transfer chaxge by an inductive 

mechanism (eq 3.17). The charges on large and small particles are governed by 

equations (7.2): 

^ = 11^E + I| a.2a) 

^ = ^,I3E +1, (7.26) 

where v\ is the coUision frequency of a large particle with any small one, and i/g is the 

collision frequency of a small particle with any large one. The collision frequency 

ui is simply U[ = TrrfugW, while i/g = Ttr^niw, where w is the relative velocity of the 

two particles. This is the difference in fall velocities of the particles, calculated 

according to equation 7.30. E is the ambient vertical field, and 0 is the charge 
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transferred in a collision. Ii,s are the electron/ion currents to the particles: 

where the subscript (—) refers to negative ions or electrons and (+) to positive ions. 

a± axe the coUisional cross-sections: 

which expresses the enhancement of coUisional efficiency for ions whose sign is op

posite to that of the particle. This equation is appropriate as long as Qe/rkT is 

small; in the general case the treatment of Havnes et al. (1987) should be used. 

For the Earth, the initial electric field is chosen to be the "fair-weather" field of 100 

V/m. For the nebula the initial field is imknown; in order to make the best ccise for 

hghtning to occur, calculations are started with the field just below the brezikdown 

value (100 V/m). 

The remaining parameter to be chosen is the electrical conductivity. For the Eeirth 

this number is known to be about 1.8 x 10~'^/sec (VoUand 1984), although it in

creases with altitude and decreases in the presence of cloud droplets. In the case 

of the nebiila, the conductivity is a function of the free electron number density, 

ng. For this initial model we will not attempt to model the electron density self-

consistently, but will instead choose the lowest reasonable value (see below), again 

in order to give the best conditions for a lightning discharge. 

Using equation (3.17) for the charge transfer, it is foimd that the initial electric field 

does not increase for either Earth or nebtdax conditions, even when the nebular 

Ii = en+Vth,-(-cr+,i - en_Vth (7.3a) 

Is — 6n^Vtjij-(-cr-|-^s Vth,—,s (7.36) 

(7.4) 
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model is started from a field already near the breakdown value. This result for 

Earth is not surprising since it was predicted by EUingworth and Caranti (1985) and 

Gross (1982). It is possible, however, for the breakdown field to be attained under 

terrestrial conditions provided that one assiunes equilibrium charging; that is, that 

the two particles remain in contact vmtil enough charge has flowed to bring them to 

the same electric potentieil. In this case the charge transfer is as given in equation 

(5.4) but without the 1 — exp(—(tc/tr)) term. The time to reach breakdown is then 

about 800 seconds. This is a completely unrealistic case, however, since inductive 

charging has been found to be very inefficient under terrestrial conditions (Gross 

1982). 

In the case of the nebula, with equilibrium inductive charging and strongly sup

pressed electrical conductivity, breakdown can occxu*. In the absence of free elec

trons, the system builds to electrical discharge in about 3 x 10® seconds, or 100 years, 

which is approximately the fall time of particles of several cm (figure 7.1). As the 

electron number density is increased, eventually the rate of charge separation due 

to large-small collisions is overwhelmed by the free charge current to the pcirticles. 

The backgroimd field decreases, and eventually it becomes too small to allow charge 

tr8insfer between particles. The particles then charge to their equilibriimi (negative) 

potential. The electron nimiber density above which field growth is halted ranges 

from 1.4 X 10"^^ electrons/cm^ for 100/i and 1 mm particles, to 1.4 x 10~^'^/cm^ 

for 1 mm/1 cm particle system. 

If free electrons are present, they will dominate the electrical conductivity of the 

system because of their low mass and high mobility. The value of the conductivity 
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Cein be calculated from the equation of motion for electrons: 

dVe nieVe 
me—=eE (< .o )  

(It 

where Ten = (UnCenVe)"^ is the electron-neutral collision time. In steady-state 

(dve/dt) = 0; therefore Vg = (rgneE/me). With the definition of J, the current den

sity: J = necv = (TE, we find a = (nee^rgn/me). Using appropriate nebular param

eters Ten ~ 6 X 10~®, and a ~ 1660ne. 

The value of the free electron density, Ue, is largely determined by a balance between 

production of free electrons by the ionizing radioactive decay of isotopes such as 

and Al, and the loss of electrons to grain surfaces: 

dng - He c c\ -T-=nn^  (^ -6 )  
dt ^ed 

where ^ is the ionization rate (ion pairs produced/sec), and red is the time for 

an electron to collide with a dust particle, (naCTedVe)""^. Here nn is the nimiber 

density of neutred molecules and na is the nvimber density of dust grains. If we 

malce the unreedistic assmnption that all the mass in soHd particles is in dust of size 

.1/i (we choose a small size since these paxticles will dominate in electron collisions 

due to their larger overall siirface £u:ea), then na ~ lO'^cm"^, and Ted ~ .1 sec. In 

steady-state, rie = nn^Ted- The value of ^ depends on whether the nebula contained 

significant amovints of ^®A1, in which case ^ = 3 x 10~^®. In the absence of ^®A1, 

would provide ^ = 5 x 10"^^. We would then have, in the presence of ^®A1, 

ne ~ 10~°, or without Al, ne ~ 1.5 x 10~®. The value of a for .1^ grains would be 

1.5 X 10"^ for Al, or 2.5 x 10~® for The value of a (and the electron nvunber 

density) scale Unearly with grain size. 

Comparing the electron number density expected in the nebula to the maximvun 

allowable for field growth (about 10"^^/cm^), it seems that in the simple two-
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particle raodel the electron number density is simply too high to eiUow any growth 

of the electric field. 

7.4.2 Analytical Model 

There is also an analytical solution to the two-particle problem, developed by Vbl-

land (1984). This is a one-dimensional model in which only the charge on the large 

particles need be considered, as overall charge neutrality is assumed to exist for the 

large and small particles. Charging is assimied to occur by the equilibrium inductive 

process discussed in §3.3. The growth of charge on the large particles is governed 

by the equation: 

^  = i ' (Q»i+ .«E-7Qi )  (7 .7 )  

where 

Qni = charge transferred by the non-inductive process 

V = frequency of collisions between large particles and small ones 

/3 = eflSciency of the inductive process 

E = vertical electric field 

7 = fraction of large particle's charge lost per large-small collision due to processes 

such as recombination and disruption 

The collision frequency v is simply v = Trr^ngW, where n is the radius of the large 

particles, Ug the ntimber density of small particles, and w their relative velocity. The 

value of /3 can be calculated from a simple consideration of the inductive process: 

Let P = induced dipole moment = (47rE)V, where V is the volume of the small par-
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tides, (4/3)7rrg. The induced charge on a particle is q = (P/rs)=(E(4/3)7rrs /47rrs)= 

(E/3)r5. Knuetter et al. (1981) use the expression = ^Tr^TgCos^, which accounts 

for the geometry and the efficiency of the inductive process. It wiU be assumed in 

what foUows that w = wi — Wg ~ wi, where Ws,wi are the terminal velocities of the 

small and large particles. 

The electric field changes in time according to Ampere's Law: 

9E 
-^ + 47rJ = 0 (7.8) 

where J is the net current density in the atmosphere. The charging current due to 

charge separation is: 

Jc = UsWsQs + niwiQi (7.9) 

while the dissipative ciurent due to finite conductivity is: 

Jd = crE (7.10) 

Assuming overall charge neutrality, we have UsQs + niQi = 0, and from equation 

(7.8), a charging current Jc = niQiw. Combining this with equations (7.6)-(7.10) 

leads to a differential equation for the electric field: 

9^E 9E 
+ {Aira + uj) + ^ - /5niw) E = i^niwQai (7.11) 

The solution is: 

E = Aie-^^' + A2e-^^' + C (7.12) 

where C = niwQni {a-y — /?niw), and 

^i/niw 

TT 
+ 

4 /7 /  
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^ Eo (A2 — 47r(T) — A2C 

A1+A2 

^ Eo (Ai + 4x0") — Ai C 

aT+A^ 

The initial conditions axe: E(t=0)=Eo, and Qi(t = 0) = 0. 

It shotdd be noticed that equation (7.12) predicts an exponentially growing field if 

Ai > 0, which corresponds to the condition 

7(T < /3niw (7.13) 

VoUzind (1984) has applied these equations to terrestrial conditions and finds that 

with purely inductive, equilibrium, charging the field bmlds to discharge in about 

20 minutes. 

We are now faced with the task of defining values for the various parameters in 

the nebula, in order to determine if the condition (7.13) is met. If so, then we 

can expect the electric field to continue to grow exponentially until breakdown is 

achieved, providing that no other limiting timescale, such as the time required for 

particle sedimentation times, interferes. 

In what follows the subscript '1' refers to large particles and the subscript 's' to 

small particles. The following values will be assvimed for the nebula: 

/? = Itt^TsCos^ = 1.4 X 10"^ for rs = 10/i, assuming an average value for 6 of 45°. 

ni = 5 X 10~® for ri = .1cm, assuming half the total mass, 10"^^ g, is in large par

ticles. 
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w = 160(ri — rs)=15 cm/sec, following the discussion after equation 7.30. 

£7 = 2.5 X 10~®/s, the conductivity of ice at the nebular ice condensation tempera

ture of 170K (Hobbs 1974). 

A miTn'mnTn value for 7, the fraction of charge lost per collision, can be fovmd in the 

statistical limit by considering collisions of the ice grains with ions (e~, H~, H"*", ): 

dQ 
— = en+Vth,+o-+,d - en_Vth,-o-_,d (7.14) 

where n+,n_ are the positive and negative ion number densities, Vth is the thermal 

velocity, and a± are coUisional cross sections: 

(1 * 
Identifying (dQ/d t )  = 1/7Q, equations (7.17) and (7.18) can be used to find the 

vzdue of 7. 

In the case where the charge carriers are or and e~, z/7 ~ (rie^ngTr/ VlcTm^); 

if the charge carriers are H"*" or and H~, z/7 = (2rie^n_7r/y^kTm±). To get a 

minimnm value for 7, which would give the most favorable conditions for Hghtning, 

we choose m"'" = mH2 5 asstime nn- = nH+ = ne Since u = Trr^wns, the coUision 

frequency of large and small grains, 

= VkTml^wn. 

Using the values of ng = 6 x 10"'* (for 20^ grains), and ng = 10"'' (from the decay 

of ^®A1), 7 = 1.8 X 10"^, and in the absence of ^®A1, 7 = 2.7 x 10~®. 

We now compare 7a to the value of /3niw, eis in equation (7.13): 

(7^)min = (2-5 X 10-®)(2.7 x 10"®) = 6.8 x 10"^^ 
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0aiw = 10 

Evidently ja is larger than ,3niw by about an order of magnitude (or by almost 7 

orders of magnitude if A1 is present); in other words, Ai < 0 and no exponential 

electric field growth occurs. Due to the large nebular conductivity, the field is 

shorted out before the inductive process can build up a large field. We conclude that, 

according to a two-particle-size model, the inductive charging mechanism cannot 

lead to nebtilar Ughtning, even with the most generous assumption of equilibriima 

inductive charging. 

7.4.3 Production vs. Loss of Electrons 

The conclusion of the previous section could be vmderstood as the result of a balance 

between charge separated on gredns and free charge (charge not confined to grains), 

which acts to cancel the electric field. To provide this free charge the rate of free 

electron-ion pair production must be greater than the production rate of electro

static charge (charge confined to grain stirfaces). The volume rate of electron-ion 

pair production is 

To calculate the electrostatic charge production rate, we asstmie a two-particle size 

distribution, with sizes and ai corresponding to small and large particles. If, for 

exanaple, 1% of the total mass density resides in each size particle, then 

Rei — (7.17) 

ng ~ 10 ' 

ni ~ 10~^paj~' 

(7.18a) 

(7.186) 

The volume rate of large/small particle collisions is 

ninsTrafw (7.19) 
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where w is the relative velocity of the two particles. In the case that ai >> ag, the 

particles' relative velocity is just the terminal velocity of the large particles, 

V. = (7.20) 

and the rate of charge production is 

AqninsJrafvt (''•21) 

Here Aq is the charge transferred in each collision, Aq ~ SEa^, where E is the 

background field, and the optimistic (but unrealistic) assumption has been made of 

equilibrium charging, in which the contact time is long compared to the electrical 

relaxation time so that svifficient charge is transferred in each colHsion to cancel the 

electric field between the large and small particles. 

Combining equations (7.18)-(7.21), the charge production rate, in statcovdombs/ 

cm^/sec is: 
2 X lQ-^7rtpd/>ggzE 

a^Cg 

and the number of electrostatic charges separated/cm^/sec is 

R,3 = 2-3 X lOVdPggzE ^^ 23) 
a^Cs 

Now define F=ratio of electrostatic charge production rate to free charge production 

rate: 

P _ Res _ 2.3 X lO^pdPggzE 

Rei 3flCs^nix 

For typiccd nebvdar parameters, and assuming the presence of only, this ratio 

is: 

F= 1.5x10-2— (7.25) 
as 
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so that even with the field near breakdown (E = 3 x 10~^sV/cm), this ratio is likely 

to be small for reasonable values of as; vmder nebula conditions there is ample free 

charge available to short out the field. 

We can also consider a model contrived to give a higher level of electrostatic charge 

production. In this model there are three peirticle sizes: small, intermediate, and 

large. The smedl particles, which have a^ < .Olai, are assimied to stick to the bottom 

of falling large particles upon colliding with them, eind to form an outer 'frost' layer 

on which polarization charge resides. The intermediate particles, of size aj ~ .lai, 

tmdergo collisions with the large particles that are violent enough to remove the 

entire charged frost layer from the bottom of a large particle. 

If we assume that collisions between large and intermediate particles are infrequent 

enough that large particles become completely covered with smedl particles between 

collisions, we need only be concerned with the collision rate between large and 

intermediate particles: 

If all the surface charge due to polarization is removed by each such collision, then 

ninijrafvt (7.26) 

Aq ~ 3Ea^, and the volume charging rate is 

GTminjafvtE (7.27) 

Combining this with equations (7.23) and (7.29), we find that 

2.3 X lO^pdPggzE af 
(7.28) 

aj Cg a; 

and 

2.3 X 10®/5d/3ggzE af 
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If we assvune ~ 100 and that ai = lOag, then this method of separating elec

trostatic charge is about ten times as effective as the method previously considered. 

This means that the ratio of separated charge to free charge may be approaching 

unity for values of small particle radius near 10""* cm (1^). In order to investigate 

whether this can be a significant effect, we now develop a more complete model 

in which the free charge density is self-consistently determined by a spectrum of 

particle sizes ranging down to 1/i. 

7.5 Numerical Model 

7.5.1 Moist Convection in the PPN 

To begin a discussion of particle growth and charging in the protoplaneteiry neb

ula we first anaylze the prospects for moist convection, which woidd loft material 

above the midplzine thus providing the gravitational energy required for chondrule 

formation by lightning. 

We begin by specifying certain nebular parameters: 

R= radial distance from the Sun =3 x lO^^cm 

gz= vertical component of gravity =GMz/R^ 

p = /)oexp(—z^/A^) = H2 mass density 

Po= midplane density of H2 = 10~®g/cm^ 

A= nebular sczileheight = ̂ /(^R^kTTGM^ = 2 x 10^^ cm 

Cs= sound speed ~ lO^cm/s 
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To= midplaxie teraperatTire= 300K 

These parameters are used as input to the convection model described in §3.1. Using 

this model, it is foimd that condensation of water vapor into ice begins at a height 

of about 2.5 x 10^^ cm (close to one scaleheight) and at a temperature of 174K. 

The plume becomes positively buoyant at approximately the same altitude, with 

a maximum Tv — T^ of about 30K. The upwelling velocity reaches a maximtun of 

about 3 X lO'^ cm/sec for an entrainment radius of 10^^ cm. 

Knowing this allows us to define a convective timescale TC, which is simply the 

time required to loft material to one scaleheight: = A/w ~ 2 years. This 

number can now be compared to other nebular timescales, including the growth 

and sedimentation time for ice crystals. 

7.5.2 Particle Growth 

There are several different timescales that determine the fate of condensing water 

vapor in the nebula. One of these is the sedimentation timescale, or "fall time", 

due to the vertical component of gravity. Other timescales to be considered involve 

the growth of ice particles: first, their condensation time; then their growth by 

either coagulation (coUisions due to random motions), or gravitational coalescence 

(in which small pcirticles are overtaken by larger, more rapidly falling ones.) 

These timescales have been calctdated as in Rossow (1978), using the same process 

names. Since the mean free path in the nebula is on the order of A = (nc)"^ ~ 30 

cm, these processes operate in a regime in which the Knudsen number Kn=A/a 

(where a is the particle radius) is much greater than one. This meeins that interac

tions of the particles with the gas must be described by statistical mechanics (the 
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Maxwell-Boltzmann ensemble) rather than by the continuiim mechanics appropriate 

to a fltiid. 

We first consider the sedimentation time. This is the time for a particle to fall 

one sczileheight at its terminal velocity Vt. The terminal particle velocity is found 

by equating the downward gravitational force to the upward drag force due to 

collisions with gas molecules, where subscripts 'p' refer to the ice particle and 'g' to 

the surrotmding gas: 

mpg = 2v^a^^gCsV, (7.30) 

where Cg = i^kT/mHa is the soxmd speed in the gas, and mp = pp(47ra^/3). There

fore Vt = (2/9pgav^/(3/9gCs)) = 160a cm/sec, axid T{ = (H/vt) = (10^°/a) sec, or 

(3 X 10^/a) years. 

We next consider the condensation timescede. Condensation is the process by which 

vapor moleciiles attach to the surface of a growing particle. Condensation may occur 

either by homogeneous or heterogeneous nucleation, the latter involving crystalliza

tion on cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), here assimaed to be dust grains. Since 

homogeneous nucleation occurs only at very high supersaturation (Rossow 1978), 

it is likely that in the nebvda the important process was heterogeneous nucleation 

on CCN. A rough estimate of the number density of CCN, and hence of ice crys

tal embryos, can be obtained by assiiming that all non-volatile nebiilar material 

was condensed into grains on the order of 10// in size, a typical grain size foxmd 

in meteorites. For a non-volatile mass density of 1.4 x 10"^^ g/cm^ (Pollack Jind 

McKay 1985), the nvunber density of CCN would be ~ 10"^/cm^. Assuming that 

all the available water condenses on these grains, the ice embryos will be ~ 20fj. in 

radius. If these embryos remain spherical and of constant density diuring subsequent 
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growth, then by mass conservation at any later time Upa^ = np,oao = 5 x 10 

The process of condensation depends both on the net flux of vapor molecules to the 

particle and the net flux of the excess heat of condensation away from the particle. 

For the gas kinetic regime foimd in the protoplanetary nebula, the mass flux to the 

particle and the heat flux away from the particle axe modeled by collisions between 

a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas and a stationary droplet. Detailed calciilations of these 

processes (Fuchs 1959), give the condensation timescale: 

where a is the sticking efficiency (the fraction of vapor particles undergoing a col

lision which stick to the surface), pa is the saturation vapor density of H2O, and 

Smax is the maximum supersaturation (S = {pvfps) — 1)- The value of a for ice well 

below the freezing point has been fotmd experimentally to be ~ 10"' (Choularton 

and Latham 1977), and Smax — 10"^ also (Rossow 1978). The value of pa at the 

condensation temperature of 170K is ~ 10~®g/cm'. Thus for particles of size 'a', 

Tcond — 5 X 10^^a. This is about 10® sec for ice embryos of size 20^. 

Once the particles have condensed into embryos, they may grow further by coagu

lation or by gravitational coalescence. The timescale for coalescence, as detailed in 

Rossow (1978), is: 

This formula can be roughly derived by equating r = (d/vt), where d is the stopping 

distance (distance a peirticle travels before striking its own mass) and Vt is the 

terminal velocity. Here d = A = (npcr)"^ = (npTra^)"^. Unlike other expressions in 

this section, equation (7.32) is for the collision of a body of mass m with a body 

''"cond — ̂  (7.31) 

47rppa'npg V Trm 
(7.32) 
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of mass .5 m, since the mechanism of gravitational coaJenscence depends on the 

relative velocity of different particle sizes. 

Using nebular values for the parameters, it is foimd that rcoai — 80 yeaxs, indepen

dent of 'a' with the assumption that Upa^ is constant. 

Coagulation involves the collision of particles due to their random relative ve

locities. Since the nebular temperature is finite, there is always a component 

of 'Brownian motion' stirring up the nebular particles. This velocity can be ap

proximated as Vcoag = \/kT/mp, and the associated timescale is the collision time 

Tcoag = = (upTra^)"^y^mp/kT, where mp is the particle mass, again as-

snming a single particle size. The coagulation timescale is: 

Using np = (np,oao/a^), Tcoag = 1-9 x sec, or 5.8 x years. This is 

greater than 1000 years for newly condensed peirticles (a=20//), and increases rapidly 

for larger sizes, indicating that non-turbulent coagtdation is a very slow process. 

Another source of random particle velocities besides Brownian motion is nebular 

ttubulence. We find the relative velocity between two particles under turbulent 

conditions using the method of Morfill (1985). The relative velocity vi,2 can be 

approximated by 
V? 2 
•^^=61+62—26162  ("^ -34)  

(v2)(i/2) = Cs is the rms random gas velocity. Here e = (1 + ti/i\o)~^• T{ is the 

time that is necessary for a particle to come into frictional equihbrium with the gas, 

Tf = (2>/ffppa)/(3pgCs), and rko = (\/3A)/(7racs) is the chziracteristic timescale of 

the Icirgest turbulent eddy in a medi-um with scaleheight A. 
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The paxameter a describes the level of subsonic turbulence; the turbvilent velocity 

vt = QCs, where Cs is the gas sound speed. We have chosen the value a = 10"^, 

following MorfiU (1988). 

The timescale for turbulent growth is then ds/v, where dg is the stopping distance, 

(upTra^)"^. This leads to a growth timescale (given in years): 

200a 
Tturb = (.7.35) 

v 

Growth of ice particles is Umited by coUisional breakup; above a certain velocity 

the kinetic energy of the colliding particles is greater than the bond energy holding 

the ice particles together. Assuming a bond length of 10~® cm, and a bond energy 

of 3 eV, the energy required to split a spherical particle is equal to the particle 

cross-sectional area multiplied by the mmiber of bonds that must be spUt per unit 

area and the energy per bond. This gives a bond splitting energy of 4.8 x 10^(7ra-). 

The kinetic energy of the particle is jTra^ppV^, where v is the particle velocity. 

Therefore coUisional breakup can occur when: 

a > (7.36) 
PpV^  

Using the free-fall velocity, v=160a, and a particle density of Ig/cm^, the maximum 

size is about 1 cm. Therefore we conclude that particles in the mm- to cm-size range 

are likely, but larger particles are subject to coUisional breakup. 

Figure 7.1 shows a plot of the various nebular timescales vs. particle radius. It 

can be seen that once condensation has occurred, turbulent coagulation wiU be the 

dominant means of particle growth, leading to particles of cm size in < 1 year. 

With this information, we wiU proceed to investigate the growth of particles us

ing the method described in §3.2. The model assumes a total nebular mass den
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sity (gas+dust) of about 10"®g/cm^ at 3 AU, and a condensible mass (rock-f-ice) 

of 2 X 10~^^g/cm^. Ice particles are assiuned to be spherical, with a density of 

.9g/cm^. 

For the initial growth phase the collision efficiency Eij is eissumed to be tmity (this is 

justified by the very low density of the nebula, so that there is little viscosity due to 

the surroimding gas). Particles have relative velocities determined by equation 7.34. 

Particles axe grown from an initial size of lOfi to a size of a few mm (this maodmiun 

size is chosen both based on the observed size of chondrules and the criterion given 

in equation 7.38). A smaller size distribution, with peirticles beginning at Ifj. in 

radius, is also modeled. Mciss cind nvimber density distributions for the "large" and 

"small" distributions are shown in figures 7.2 and 7.3. Note that most of the mass 

is in the larger particles in each case, although smaller particles are more numerous. 

7.5.3 Peirticle Charging 

The charge on a particle changes with time according to: 

^ qknkVkO-i,k (7.37) 
dt ^ Tij ^ J k 

where the svun j is over particles in other bins, r, j is the time for a particle in bin 

i to collide with a particle in bin j (r = (njcrjjVij)"^ where (Tij is the coUisional 

cross section), and the sxmi k is over free ions. Vij, the relative velocity between 

the particles, is fovmd firom the difference in their fall velocities. For the nebula the 

fall velocities are found from the force-balance equation, assuming the absence of 

turbulence during this phase: 

mg = 7rr^/9VCs (7.38) 

which yields v=160r. 
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The charge transfer per particle collision, dQj, may be calculated assuming either 

inductive or non-inductive charging. Since inductive charging with reaHstic contact 

times produces little charge transfer, particularly at the temperature of ~ —lOOC 

considered here, we have chosen to use non-inductive charge transfer. The magni

tude of charge exchanged per collision is given by equation 3.26. It is important 

to note that this amoimt of coUisional charge exchange represents an upper limit, 

since it has been shown experimentally that the amount of charge transferred in ice 

particle collisions decreases with decreasing temperature below the freezing point 

of water, and decreases dramatically in the absence of a cloud containing liquid 

water (Keith and Saimders 1989). Water had no liquid phzise in the protoplanetary 

nebula. 

The time evolution of the electric field is determined by the charging current due 

to the movement of charged grains and the current due to free charge that acts to 

short out the field: 

dE = —47r(Jc -I- Jd)dt (7.39) 

Jc is the particle charging current 

Jc = ^ngVgqg (7.40) 
g 

where Vg is the grain fall velocity as determined from equation 7.40. Jd is the 

dissipative current due to free charge: 

Jd = aE = y ̂ J^^E (7.41) 

where TTc is the time for an electron or ion to collide with zind molecule. 

Both the nebular conductivity, a, and the greiin charge depend on the densities of 

free electrons and ions. These are not known a priori^ cind so the nimiber density of 



electrons and positive ions is determined by a balance between production (due to 

decay of radioactive A1 or and loss to grain svirfaces. It is clear that not all of 

the decay energy is available for ionizing gas molecvdes, since some of the energetic 

electrons produced will be lost to the paxent grains in which the radionuclides are 

embedded. Loss to small grains is negligible, while loss to larger grains may be 

significant. Therefore we have calctdated the loss of electrons to the peirticles in 

which they are produced. 

The ^-decay of radioactive produces electrons with a maximum energy of 

1.3MeV. The range of these electrons is approximately 560 mg/cm^, or about 

half a centimeter for travel through a mediima of density Ig/cm^ (Friedlander and 

Kennedy 1955). Electrons are assimaed to be produced homogeneously throughout 

the pgirticle. Loss is calculated in an "onion skin" model in which the particle is 

divided into a nimiber of layers and the loss from each layer is asstmied to follow 

an exponential law (Friedlander and Kennedy 1955): 

(7.42) 

where d is the distance from a given layer to the surface of the particle and A is .8 

mm (Friedlander and Kennedy 1955). It is assiuned that half of the particles are 

emitted radially outward, and half radially inward. The particles emitted inward 

must travel a distance equal to d+r, where r is the radius of the particle. 

Using 100 layers for each particle size, and the particle size distribution shown in 

figure 7.2, this results in a net loss of about 60% of the total nimaber of electrons 

produced by ;3-decay; therefore the production rate of electrons has been reduced 

by this amoimt. 

n = rioe -(d/A) 
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The production of electron/ion pairs is given by (Consolmagno and Jokipii 1978): 

If = 3  ̂
here n is the number density of the radioactive parent, E is the decay energy, and Aa 

the decay constant. Assimaing abimdances equal to those found in primitive mete

orites, for ^®A1, Ad = 2.97 x 10~^^/sec, Ed = 3.16 x 10® eV, and n = 6 x lO'^/cm^, 

while for '^°K, Ad = 1.72 x 10"^'/®®^' Ed = 7 x 10® eV, and n = 9 x 10^/cm^. In 

the calcvdations that foUow the values for only will be used in order to get a 

lower estimate of the nebular conductivity, an approach that majdmizes the likeli

hood of ligtning generation. 

The loss of electrons and ions to grain surfaces (number lost per cm^/sec) is: 

dng *' ^ 
— = -neVe 2^ ngCTg (i .44) 

8 

^  =-mvi  J ]  ngo-g  (7 .45)  
g 

In the above formulae the subscript 'g' refers to the various grain sizes. The grain 

cross-section crg^ depends on the ions species as well as the grain charge: 

where the minus sign applies for positive ions and the plus sign for negative ions. 

This formula is an. approximation that is appropriate as long as the thermal energy 

kT is greater than the grain potential Qe/r. In the general case the more acciirate 

form derived by Havnes et al. (1987) should be used. Using equations (7.37)-(7.46) 

the electron and ion densities can be iteratively calculated along with the particle 

charge and the electric field. 
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7.5.4 Results 

The occurrence of precipitation-induced lightning in the protoplanetary nebula de

pends on several conditions: first, water vapor must be lofted from the warm mid-

plane to colder regions where it condenses to ice greiins; second, these grains must 

grow to miUimeter or centimeter size before precipitating out; third, charge must 

be separated such that one sign of charge is located on the heavier grains while 

the opposite sign is localized on smaller particles; and last, the conductivity of the 

nebula must be low enough to allow the electric field to build to breakdown. 

A one-dimensional convective calculation has shown that water vapor may be lofted 

to a height where it will condense to ice grains. These grains will then grow by 

gravitationed coalescence or by coagulation, which can take place due to thermal 

relative velocities or to turbulent eddies. It has been shown that growth is mainly 

due to turbulent eddies, since this process has the shortest growth timesccde. A 

comparision of the growth timescale and the sedimentation time shows that particles 

should reach at least cm size before precipitating out (fig 7.1). 

We find that the electric field does not increase tmder the conditions defined above; 

therefore we have calcvdated the time to discharge a field imposed on the system. 

Figmre 7.4a shows the decay of the electric field from its initial value (assimied to be 

near the breeikdown value of ICQ V/m) on a timescale of a few seconds. Also shown is 

the same calculation for a particle size distribution dominated by smaller particles, 

(fig 7.4b), which has a longer decay time because of the larger overall grain surface 

area on which electrons are lost. Calculations were zilso made of the situation in 

which all the mass is in small grains of size 10/i. Here the decay timescale is longer, 

about 80,000 seconds, but there is still no possibility of effective charge separation 
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or field growth. 

For our standard raodel, the equiHbrium number densities of electrons and positive 

ions are 6.12 x 10"^ and 6.13 x lO""* respectively, the excess negative charge being 

located on the grains. The charge on each grain is a linear function of grain radius 

such that a constant grain potential of about 14mV is obtained (fig 7.5). The smaller 

size distribution has free electron and ion densities of 2.5 x 10~® and 1.5 x 10"'*. 

The smaller value of the free electron density in this case (since more electrons are 

located on grains) is responsible for the longer decay time for the imposed electric 

field. 

Our results may be compared to those of Love et al. (1995), who use a two-particle-

size model and a charge separation process similar to the one used here. Their 

model assmned particle sizes of 1 mm and l/x, and neglected nebular conductivity 

due to free electrons. Under these conditions they calculated that nebular discharges 

were possible, but at energies too low to melt chondrule precvirsors. What we have 

found, however, is that high nebular conductivity is an important factor in inhibiting 

electrical discharges and cannot be neglected even in a simplified analysis. 

7.6 Discussion 

We have modeled the growth and charging of ice/dust particles in the chondnile-

formation region of the protoplanetary nebula. This model is designed to predict 

whether large-scale vertical charge separation in the nebula could have led to light

ning discharges there. Simple two-particle numerical and analytic models have 

been calcvdated to give a better imderstanding of the physics involved. We have 

also presented results from a numerical model with a spectrum of particle sizes and 
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a self-consistent particle charging and electrical conductivity. 

Our model has been applied to the Earth (§4), and gives realistic values of the 

timescaie and particle charges reqviired to achieve a breakdown electric field there. 

In the protoplanetary nebula, however, the low mciss density in solid particles and 

the large amount of free charge due to decay of radioactive isotopes create very 

unfavorable conditions for large-scale charge separation. In addition, the lack of a 

liquid phase of water and the low temperature at the altitude of ice condensation 

would severely inhibit coUisional charge transfer. Thus we conclude that Icirge-scale 

precipitation-induced nebular lightning was unlikely to have occurred. 

It is possible that certain regions of the nebula, for example the dusty subdisk 

described by Dubrulle et al. (1995), possessed chaxacteristics more favorable for 

the production of smaller-scale lightning discharges. The larger mass density in 

such a region would allow more particle collisions for potential charge transfer and a 

larger overall particle surface area for removal of free electrons. However, this would 

be balanced to some extent by the higher production rate of ionizing radiation by 

radionuclides found in the particles. 
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Figure 7.1: Growth, tiraescales for the protoplanetary nebula. See text for details. 
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Figure 7.2: Number density vs. radius for the protoplanetary nefauia. Bocii scaadard 
and small size distributions are shown. 
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Figure 7.3: Mass density vs. radius for the protoplanetary nebula. Both standard 
and small size distributions are shown. 
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Figure 7.4aL; Electric field vs. time for the protoplanetarv nebula, standard particle 
size distiibution-
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Figure 7.4b: Electric field vs. time for the protoplanetar7 nebula^ small particle 
size (^stribution. 
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Figure 7.5: Electric charge (electrons per particle) vs. particle size (at equilibrium) 
for protoplanetary nebula. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

Lightning, which occiirs frequently on Earth, may be common throughout the solax 

system. The occurrence of atmospheric lightning is thought to reqiiire a soiu-ce of 

vigorous convection, which lofts vapor to an altitude where it condenses into solid 

particles. These particles then undergo collisions which can lead to the transfer of 

electric charge. The charge transfer mechanism resvdts in chaxge of one sign being 

located preferentially on large particles, and the opposite sign on smaller particles. 

Gravity then acts to separate charge through the particles' differential fall velocities. 

The resulting electric field may become large enough that free electrons gain enough 

energy to ionize neutral molecules, leading to an electron cascade that shorts out 

the field and produces a lightning discharge. 

This chain of events requires at least the following conditions: 

1. Convection lofting material to an altitude where it condenses. 

2. Particles of a composition and at a temperature which allows coUisional charge 

exchange. 

3. Particles large enough to avoid electrostatic levitation and to exchange a sufficient 

amount of charge. 

4. A high enough condensable mass density to reach the breakdown electric field 

before particles are lost to the system. 

5. Low enough conductivity to prevent prematinre discharge of the electric field. 

We have modeled the steps leading to a possible Ughtning discharge for three plan
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ets in the solax system for which lightning occurs or seems likely; Eaxth, Jupiter, 

and Neptime. In addition we have applied this model to the protoplanetary neb

ula, where it has been speculated that lightning led to the formation of meteorite 

chondrules. 

We have foimd that all five criteria listed above are satisfied for the Eaxth, and for 

Jupiter at the 3-4 bar pressure level provided that the local water abimdance exceeds 

the solax value by a factor of 2-4. This suggests that the water abimdance of .2 solax 

measured by the Galileo probe into Jupiter's atmosphere is not representative of the 

entire troposphere. Lightning may occur on Jupiter as paxt of isolated thunderstorm 

cells with an enhanced water abundance. 

The water and NH4SH clouds of Neptune seem to be unlikely locations for Ughtning 

because of electrostatic levitation (^3 above) and a large reqmred value for the 

breeikdown electric field; however we find that Neptime's H2S-NH3 cloud may be 

able to produce lightning discharges provided that coUisional charge transfer in H2S 

is at least 1% of that fotmd in water ice. 

In the case of the protoplanetary nebula, we find that Hghtning is unlikely because 

of low temperatures that inhibit coUional charge transfer, a low mass density in 

solid particles, and a high electrical conductivity. An increase in the mass density, 

for example by concentration of mass in a flattened subdisk, could help somewhat, 

although the production of ionizing radiation would also be increased. Thus large-

scale Ughtning seems unlikely to have occurred in the protoplanetary nebula, and 

the formation of chondrules requires another explanation. 
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There axe several outstanding problems that need to be solved in order for us to be 

able to say that we really undertand how lightning works both on our own planet 

and throughout the solar system. Three major unanswered questions are; 

1. What are the details of the physical processes responsible for 

coUisional charge transfer in ice particles, and can this mechanism also work in other 

substances such as NH3 or H2S? 

2. How is charge drained from a diffuse distribution throughout the cloud into a 

narrow channel? This must involve a filamentary breakdown throughout the cloud, 

but details of the process are lacking. 

3. How does the narrow lightning channel form and extend itself into the imionized 

atmosphere? 

Is it hoped that future research will help to answer these questions and give us a 

greater understanding of the famihar but still mysterious phenomenon of lightning. 



APPENDIX: LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a particle radius 

Cs sound speed 

Cp specific heat at constant pressvire 

e electron charge 

E electric field 

Ed radioactive decay energy-

Ei,j collection efficiency 

Egrav gravitational energy per unit mciss 

f mass mixing ratio 

Fb buoyancy force 

g gravitational acceleration 

G gravitational constant 

J cturrent density 

k Boltzmann's constant 

L vertical length scale 

mx mass of species x 

M protosim mass 

Mc mass of condensate 

nx number density of species x 

P pressure 

Q charge 

R distance from protosim 

Tx radius of particle in bin x 
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Smax maximtun supersaturation 

tc contact time for colliding particles 

tr dielectric relaxatiou time 

T temperature 

Tv virtual temperatxire 

Vth thermal velocity 

Vx velocity of species x 

w upweUing velocity 

Y Yoimg's modulus for ice 

z vertical height or coordinate 

a sticking efficiency 

T dry adiabatic lapse rate 

At time interval 

e dielectric constant 

Ad radioactive decay constant 

Ae electron mean free path 

A nebular scaleheight 

molecular weight of species x 

Vx. coUisional frequency of species x 

a ionization energy 

P mass density 

Pch charge density 

Pi gas mass density 

a electrical conductivity 

''•gk grain-ion cross section 
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<Tij coUisional cross section for species i and j 

(j) entrainment rate 

Xprod production rate of ion peiirs 
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